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Abstract
Undoubtedly the upward growth trend in aggregate mobile Internet IP trac is expected
to continue steadily. In this emerging mobile environment with increased data trac
and always-on applications, the limitations of battery technologies lead to drastically
shorten recharging cycles of mobile devices. For mobile applications that can tolerate a
moderate delay which account for a high proportion of global mobile trac, a technique
that postpones the data transmission to high-rate hotspots could eectively provide
signicant energy gains, which can be translated to increased battery lifetime.
In this thesis, potential gains are explored resulting from utilization of two important
technologies for future and emerging wireless networks, namely Cognitive Radios and
Delay Tolerant Networking. Both of them are in essence opportunistic in their operation
and so far have been considered in isolation. Considering that an increased number of
worldwide countries are permitting operation of cognitive radio systems in the spatially
vacant licensed analog TV bands, this would enable new possibilities to provision further
capacity increase for wireless broadband and multimedia services. Hierarchical CR net-
works improve spectrum eciency by allowing the low-priority SUs to temporarily seek
the wireless spectrum that is licensed to dierent organizations. Once mobile devices
are equipped with multiple air-interfaces allowing them to connect to cellular networks,
Wi-Fi and White-Fi, they could switch among these networks to seek and use any li-
censed spectrum bands as long as they avoid interference being caused to TV receivers.
When wireless nodes are competing for secondary access to the medium, the estimation
of probability of PU arrival rate and service time is important for mobile devices (SU)
to eectively occupy the primary spectrum. The mobile nodes rstly contact a trust-
ed database for historical information about PU trac at a specic location and time
duration so as to estimate the probability for the SU connections. Then, regarding the
SU trac, it is shown that it can be modeled as an M/M/K/L queuing system which
allows to analyze the capability that the system can serve users simultaneously.
As location of mobile users is the key to determine the capacity of accessible wireless
service for themselves, stochastic characteristics of user mobility are studied in terms of
user velocity, direction changes, and route selection distribution. Moreover, when mobile
terminals are moving among dierent cells supporting dierent network technologies, the
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performance of vertical handover and cell residence time in the coverage of Wi-Fi/White-
Fi hotspots would greatly aect the overall eciency of wireless transmission. In this
scenario, if the mobile applications could tolerate some delay, the proposed schemes can
signicantly avoid the drain of mobile device batteries by making selective use of the
nearby high-speed hotspots.
Nowadays, with the surge of the diverse and ubiquitous Internet applications, mobile
users expect to enjoy wireless Internet connectivity anywhere and at any time. Accord-
ing to the inherent mobility of mobile users, optimal stopping problem is formulated
for energy-delay trade-o, which the stopping decision would be made based on channel
conditions, delay constraints, and energy cost. In addition, for popular video streaming
applications on portable devices that could be watched several times by one user, there
are trade-os between storing video content locally at the DRAM of the device or al-
lowing deleting the content from the local memory and relaying in wireless streaming
in near-future requests of the same content. To this end, a scheme has been proposed
where the mobility of the user is taken into account together with the probability of a
user requesting the same content multiple times so that a decision is taken of whether
or not the content should be stored locally.
Finally, since the proliferation of always-on Internet applications has put signicant s-
train on the battery capabilities, the problem of prolonging battery lifetime of mobile
devices is introduced. Previous research has revealed that the data downloading via
wireless radios is a dominant energy consumption factor in mobile devices. To avoid the
drain of mobile device batteries, based on the delay tolerance of mobile Internet appli-
cations, the proposed strategies are designed in which mobile terminals can intelligently
switch among cellular, Wi-Fi and White-Fi interfaces, by considering the energy cost,
RF coverage, capabilities, and transmission algorithm. Numerical experiments on vari-
ous mobility models reveal that the energy cost of wireless transmission closely relates
to user locations, mobility pattern, spectrum availabilities as well as applications' delay
tolerance and available wireless access technologies.
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Introduction
Over the last few years we are witnessing a signicant increase in the aggregate trac
in mobile networks which is due to the proliferation of smartphones and mobile Inter-
net applications. In this environment mobile users expect to enjoy ubiquitous wireless
Internet experience which boils down to providing high capacity connectivity to them
anywhere and at any time. For sustainability reasons operational as well as capital ex-
penditure for mobile operators will need to be reduced. Energy consumption plays a
signicant role in the overall operational expenditure of a mobile operator. To this end,
signicant eorts have been recently placed on reducing the overall energy consumption
leading to the so-called green networks.
Signicant research eorts have been placed on energy ecient data transmission that
takes into account the limited energy resources and/or the delay-sensitivity of dierent
applications which may pose hard or soft delay deadlines. Especially the problem of
energy ecient transmission subject to delay constraints over wireless networks has
been studied extensively over the past few years. Traditionally, the problem of data
scheduling has been considered at the medium access control - MAC (i.e., packet) level
which considers short time intervals of the order of few milliseconds at most. On the
contrary, hereafter we focus on message transmission which is inherently very elastic
and can be delayed for couple of seconds or even up to few minutes. Examples of such
messages are e-mails, FTP (File Transfer Protocol) data transfers, updates of social
networking portals, data exchanges over P2P networks and RSS feeds to mention just
a few. As navigation systems is a standard equipment on most vehicles, it becomes
14
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feasible to track the mobility pattern of vehicles which can assist for data transmission
scheduling over long time intervals. When a vehicle moves along a road segment, the
factors that will inuence the wireless message transmission are the channel conditions,
distance to the serving BS, the speed of the vehicle, and the population of Primary
Users (PU) that would frequently change from time to time. Therefore, the decision to
be made for a SU (vehicle or pedestrian in this case) is how to factor all these issues
(sometimes conicting) and choose an optimal duration and time to transmit a certain
amount of data (messages as we interchangeably use hereafter) to the BS.
1.1 Energy Cost on Mobile Applications
The emerging demands of the mobile world are growing very fast with data trac in-
creasing signicantly over the last few years. To quantify that, Cisco recently claimed
that global mobile data trac has a 69% growth in 2014, which reached 2.5 exabytes per
month at the end of 2014 [2]. With further proliferation of smartphones and tablets, the
expectation is that users will utilize a signicant number of Internet applications which
require an always-on connectivity (such as emails, updates to social networks, etc.) and
have signicant delay elasticity. In this situation, it is critical to develop innovative
strategies to manage the wireless embedded systems eciently, thereby prolonging the
battery lifetime and enhancing overall user experience. In [3], the authors provide esti-
mations of online power consumption of energy-constrained portable embedded systems
(smartphones) to help end users achieve energy-ecient operation of the smartphone.
The work in [4] explores a technique to achieve an increase of the battery lifetime for
smartphones by shutting down its wireless network card when it is not being used. More-
over, the research in [5] examines in a detailed manner the top six energy consumption
components on a smartphone and reveals that data downloading via cellular network
and WLAN are two most important energy consumption functionalities. The power
consumption of a WiFi radio accounts for a signicant proportion of the overall system
power in mobile devices. For a connected mobile device in idle mode, which the LCD
and backlight are consuming zero power as they are turned o, the wireless interfaces
consume approximately 70% of the total power [6] [7].
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1.2 Device to Device Communications (D2D)
Device to Device (D2D) Communications is a feature which has been introduced in the
3GPP Release 12. D2D communication has been considered as an underlay to an LTE-A
cellular network. Devices are allowed to be engaged in direct communication with the
network having the control in terms of interference management and resources used [8].
In this context, both the cellular network and the D2D communication use the same
LTE resources. Therefore, D2D communications can be considered as an enabler for the
delaying message transmission which can be used to relay information to another device
or to the base station.
1.3 5G Wireless Communications
Currently mobile operators trying to cope with the high demand of Internet applications
in cellular networks that utilize carrier frequencies that range between 700 MHz and 2.6
GHz. Available spectrum at these carrier frequencies can be deemed as rather limited
and as a result in order to increase aggregate transmissions rates to cope with the ever
increasing demand there is a need to move higher in the spectrum. To this end, wireless
technologies for 5G, or Beyond 4G as it is also called, envision the use of the current very
much underutilized milimeter wave (mm-wave) frequency spectrum such as for example
the use of 28GHz, 38Ghz [9] or even the unlicensed 60GHz as envisioned by the Wireless
Gigabit Alliance [10] [11]. Clearly, at these frequencies signal attenuation is signicant
and as a result high speed broadband access to the Internet can be considered only for
pico cells with radius of up to 200 meters [12]. In these scenarios delaying transmission of
elastic user trac based on the proposed set of solutions can allow for better utilization
of the very high speed mm-wave links since it can allow users to refrain transmission
until they are within the coverage area. Another important benet stemming from the
use of delaying message transmission until the user is closer to the access point is that
in mm-wave spectrum due to the signicant path losses the energy gains that can be
achieved by delaying the transmission are even greater compared to current operating
frequencies in cellular networks. By inspecting the Friis Law for free space path loss
it can be seen that when moving from 3GHz to 30GHz path loss increase by 20 dB.
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Also in these carrier frequencies the Power Amplier has an eciency of less than 10%;
therefore energy consumption is a key issue. Consequently, by utilizing the elasticity of
Internet application and the inherent mobility of users delaying message transmission is
well tted to be utilized in envisioned 5G wireless networks that are based on the use of
mm-wave frequency spectrum.
1.4 Motivation
1.4.1 Availability of TVWS
Considering that an increased number of countries world-wide are permitting opera-
tion of cognitive radio systems in the vacant terrestrial analog TV transmission - TV
White Space (TVWS), this would enable new possibilities for provisioning further ca-
pacity increase for wireless broadband and multimedia services [13]. In the US, the
unoccupied TVWS has already been lled up with unlicensed users without signicant
interference to TV viewers, while Ofcom is determined to permit TVWS for unlicensed
use by checking with a database in the UK [14]. Under this framework, when a number
of SUs (Secondary Users) are using cellular networks within the coverage of a TVWS
master, it is possible that the SUs would prefer the TVWS connection over the cellular
networks in terms of cost and RF coverage. The SU connection can utilize the means of
spectrum sensing or alternatively contacting a trusted geospatial database that records
the information regarding PUs (Primary Users) occupation with a specic location and
time duration, prior to message transmission, to determine available spectrum at a given
location [15]. In this scenario, predicting the future location and the path of mobility of
SUs (Secondary Users) is another challenging issue in White-Fi networks.
Spectrum is a fundamental resource in wireless networks since achievable data rates are
linearly dependent on the available spectrum in use. It is widely acknowledged that the
utilization of the spectrum can be deemed sparse and shows signicant spatio-temporal
variations. Exploiting these spectrum white spaces, as they are called, has been the focus
of Cognitive Radios (CRs). CR networks encompass essentially two core functionalities,
namely, spectrum sensing and spectrum management [16]. Spectrum sensing function-
alities are responsible to detect unused spectrum and a plethora of dierent methods
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have been considered to do so which can be broadly taxonomized in cooperative and
non-cooperative techniques reecting whether the detection is taking place by the node
itself or by utilizing other nodes in the network. Spectrum management on the other
hand can be considered as the decision engine (mode of operation and parameters that
will be used for transmission) on how to optimize the use of spectrum based on the
information available from the spectrum sensing functionalities.
1.4.2 Spectrum Management
In essence, CR networks pose the potential of improving spectrum eciency by allowing
the low-priority SUs to temporarily seek the wireless spectrum that is licensed to dier-
ent organizations (PUs) [17]. As soon as the PUs emerge in the frequency channels, the
SUs must vacate the licensed bands. Hence the SU connections would be interrupted by
the stochastic nature of the PU trac. Consequently, the SUs should rstly estimate the
channel availability by probability analysis based on PUs' historical trac information
or spectrum sensing. We assume that the SUs can achieve a perfect channel estima-
tion about the PU connections from the Base Station (BS) or other wireless providers.
In accordance with the information of channel utilization, SU connections can decide
which frequency channels would be available without deteriorating the quality of the PU
connections.
Queuing theory is a natural mathematical tool to analyze system performance by con-
sidering stochastic arrivals and departures as is the case in wireless networks. As such,
queuing theory has been applied in signicant volume of research eorts within CR lit-
erature. In [18], by considering a two-dimensional M/M/N/N queue, the authors have
derived the mean number of the PUs and SUs with their blocking probabilities respec-
tively. However, they focused merely on the situation where the SU connections would
be immediately dropped if all frequency channels are occupied by PUs in Secondary
Users Cleared (SUC) mode, and the situation that the PU and SU connections have
equal priority in Secondary User Equality (SUE) mode. In our model, we assume that
there are M/M/K/L queue systems for the SU connection, in which the SU message
could be buered.
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1.4.3 Multiple Interfaces on Smartphones
A portable-size tablet terminal that enables radio communications in TV bands (470-710
MHz) has been recently developed based on the existingWLAN systems (IEEE802.11b/g)
by inquiring a TVWS database. The device which has been developed by NICT can
automatically select the optimal frequency for connectivity between the TVWS and the
nominal 2.4 GHz bands by avoiding potential interference to other TVWS transmissions
based on the information available from a TVWS database 1. As modern smartphones
and tablets envisioned to have multiple wireless interfaces enabled (Wi-Fi, 3G, LTE
and TVWS interface), the energy cost for data transmssion will vary signicantly due
to dierent characteristics of wireless interfaces and distances with the corresponding
access routers. The energy consumption for wireless transmission has been analyzed for
delay-tolerant applications over 3G, GSM and Wi-Fi(802.11b) in [19]. A basic CoolSpots
model is proposed to enable a seamless switching among radio interfaces of mobile de-
vices such as WiFi and Bluetooth, in order to decrease overall power consumption while
maintaining enough bandwidth to support active mobile applications [6] [20]. Since
multi-mode network cards are becoming increasingly aordable, a wireless access router
device is implemented in [21], which can be placed in moving vehicles to enable high-rate
data access service. In this case, multiple wireless access links are utilized to aggregate
wireless bandwidth and provide local users with a more reliable access network than
the service provided by a single cellular networks link. Hence signicant benets can
be achieved within the dierent coverages oered by several mobile operators and tech-
nology access. It can be in addition assumed that an infrastructure of roadside units
or access points (AP) have become ubiquitously available in urban areas [22] [23] [24]
[25]. Many telecom operators and local governments around the world are planning to
oer city-wide deployments of Wi-Fi access as part of the basic infrastructure [26]. In
[22], deploying infrastructure APs can eectively assist the data delivery for inter-vehicle
communication. A novel routing protocol based on existing Wi-Fi APs and navigation
system has been presented for large size le transmission in vehicle-to-vehicle transmis-
sion [23]. A system is proposed [27] to let a mobile device track connectivity quality as
its user moves along similar paths every day with xed habits. Without requiring GPS
hardware and extensive centralized infrastructure, the proposed system can eectively
1www.nict.go.jp/en/press/2013/08/28-1.html
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forecast wireless connectivity for mobile devices by maintaining a personalized mobility
history on mobile device and tracking the APs encountered at dierent locations. The
experimental results upon real-world usage indicate that even with one week training
period, these forecasts are suciently accurate to improve performance of mobile devices
and signicantly reduce power consumption for several mobile applications. In addition,
for the cases where the mobility of vehicle and pedestrian can be predicted, the roadside
APs can evidently improve the average wireless throughput for le delivery by estimating
the signal strength of APs along the familiar route from historical RF ngerprint data
statistics [25]. The data collected in [28] showed that, during half year period, 99% and
49% of daily life on average for participants was under cellular networks and accessible
Wi-Fi network respectively within urban area. Based upon that, a combination of short
and long term Wi-Fi condition is investigated in [28], which provides a theoretical anal-
ysis on data transfer via multiple wireless interfaces by leveraging the complementary
energy proles of Wi-Fi and cellular network. As 33% of total mobile data trac was
ooaded onto the xed network through Wi-Fi or femtocell in 2012 [2], to predict the
location/trajectory of SUs and take advantage of high-speed hotspots (Wi-Fi, TVWS)
outline another set of challenging issues in this scenario.
Meanwhile, a signicant proportion of mobile applications are inherently delay-tolerant,
such as social networking, email client, le downloading and rmware/security updates.
Hence, it is possible to articially delay data transmission until a high-rate and/or more
energy ecient Wi-Fi or TVWS hotspot become available. The proposed scheme follows
previous line of research in the area of energy-delay trade-o algorithms for delay-tolerant
Internet applications [29]. The focus in this case is to utilize a wide spectrum of available
wireless connectivity especially focusing in the area of small cells utilizing both Wi-Fi
and TVWS networks.
1.4.4 Overall Cost on Embedded Systems
Battery capacity is not improving with the same pace as data rates, CPU cycles, avail-
able memory devices and display technologies on the terminal side. In this situation,
it is critical to develop innovative strategies to manage the wireless embedded systems
eciently, thereby prolonging the battery lifetime and enhancing overall user experience.
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In this research, dierent applications in portable embedded systems will be character-
ized to provide a practical model so as to reduce the overall energy cost of applications
over wireless networks.
1.5 Contributions
The contributions of this thesis are briey stated below.
1. Under the inherent stochasticity of available of transmission opportunities, the
challenge is to select an optimized time duration to launch the data transmission
in order to minimize the overall energy cost while satisfying the information de-
lay constraint. To this end, A novel relaying scheme to deal with the problem
of energy-delay trade-o, based on optimal stopping programming (OSP) in sec-
tion 5.3, is proposed, whilst exploring dierent candidate solutions for wireless
transmission. The problem of delay-tolerant data transmission scheduling over
Cognitive Radio (CR) enabled wireless networks is considered with special empha-
sis on high mobility users (vehicles) in Chapter 5.
2. The methods for load balancing of SU trac are studied in subsection 3.1.3, in
accordance with the information of channel utilization, mobile systems can decide
which frequency channels to utilize without deteriorating the quality of service of
experience of the Primary connections. An M/M/K/L queuing system is modeled
to analyze the performance of the SUs competition under various trac blocking
thresholds and queuing delays. By optimizing the frequency channel utilization
the number of SU connection that can be accommodated simultaneously is de-
rived. The model based on M/M/K/L queue can delay message transmission and
make the use of available white spaces to reduce the energy consumption without
aecting PU trac.
3. The model is proposed to evaluate and manage the associate energy cost of stream-
ing multimedia content over wireless networks in digital devices by incorporating
and utilizing the inherent mobility of the users as presented in section 5.4. Given
the fact that popular video clips are likely to be watched multiple times by a mobile
user [30], a methodology is introduced to seek optimal solutions for the wireless
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Internet access scheduling by taking the eect of stochastic locations of of base
stations (BS), Wi-Fi APs, and energy consumption of storage devices. After an
estimation of the energy cost in dierent locations and corresponding probabilities
of customer demands, a set of policies are introduced which eectively avoid areas
with relatively higher energy cost for the elastic streaming media content, thus
prolonging the lifetime of digital devices.
4. Once smartphones are equipped with multiple wireless air-interfaces, and mobile
applications are willing to tolerate some delay in exchange for high-quality trans-
mission in order to extend smartphone lifespan, the proposed schemes could delay
some le delivery and eectively avoid the areas with higher transmission cost so
as to improve battery longevity. The optimal wireless Internet access scheduling
schemes also take into account spectrum availability in subsection 3.1.3 and the
eect of stochastic access duration of wireless hotspots in subsection 4.2.2.
1.6 Thesis Structure
The main aim of this research is to design a practical model to evaluate and manage the
associate energy cost of Internet applications over wireless networks in digital devices
by utilizing the inherent mobility of the users. In this framework, the optimal wireless
Internet access scheduling model is required to reduce the overall energy cost that related
to user locations, mobility pattern, and applications delay tolerance, which also takes
into account spectrum availability and the eect of stochastic access duration of wireless
hotspots, while satisfying the delay constraints of mobile applications. Therefore, by
optimizing the frequency channel utilization for simultaneous SU connections, a novel
relaying scheme is proposed, based on delay elasticity of mobile applications, in order
to reduce energy consumption by utilizing spatio-temporal characteristics of users.
The structure of this thesis is specied in Figure 1.1. An overview of the existing
research, such as Delay Tolerant Applications in the literature and spectrum availability
discussion, is given in Chapter 2. The framework and components of multiple wireless
accesses are introduced, and the distribution of SU trac loads and an M/M/K/L
queuing system model are analyzed in Chapter 3. To instantiate user behaviors under
the architecture of multiple wireless interfaces in Chapter 3, the stochastic characteristics
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of user mobility are described in Chapter 4, which include direction changes and variable
speed of the mobile users. Finally, the characters of mobile applications and detailed
energy cost in mobile devices are introduced in Chapter 5 to reduce overall energy cost
base on mathematical model building. The conclusions and directions for future work
are presented in the nal Chapter 6. The details of each chapter are explained as follows.
 Once mobile devices are equipped with multiple air-interfaces allowing them to
connect to LTE, Wi-Fi and White-Fi, they could switch among these networks
to energy eciency strategies to achieve signicant energy gains. Chapter 3 de-
scribes the framework with multiple wireless accesses (hotspots). Especially, as
a Secondary User, if the mobile applications should eectively seek and use any
licensed spectrum bands as long as they do not cause interference to the PUs,
they could signicant lower itself energy cost for wireless transmission. Hence,
in Section 3.1.3, an M/M/K/L queuing system is modelled to analyze SUs com-
petition under various trac blocking thresholds and queuing delays and provide
load-balancing by utilizing the distribution of SU trac loads.
 When the users mobility can be well predicted, systems could have a prior knowl-
edge of the mobile user's destination. In realistic wireless networks, mobile users
may choose to take a longer route to the destination. Consequently, the mobility
modeling should include changes in the direction and speed of the mobile users.
Therefore, the stochastic characteristics of user mobility are introduced in Chap-
ter 4 which should include direction changes and variable speed of the mobile users.
Vertical handover enables mobile devices switch between high-coverage access and
high-rate access for cost-ecient wireless transmission. Hence, a framework of het-
erogeneous networks is introduced to provide the seamless wireless connections for
mobile users in subsection 4.2.1. Cell residence time in dierent wireless hotspots
is analyzed to search the optimal schemes that can provide better performance
in terms of mobile application requirements, wireless transmission and switching
cost of radios in embedded systems in subsection 4.2.2. In addition, as the power
consumption on wireless radios accounts for a signicant proportion of overall en-
ergy cost in mobile systems, a novel strategy is proposed in section 4.3 for battery
lifetime extension based on delay tolerance of mobile applications by intellectual
use of the available high-rate roadside wireless accesses.
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 Mobile platforms accounted for 60% of total digital media time spent. And mobile
applications made 51% of all digital media time spent in May 2014 in the United
States [31]. Hence the strategies, which manage the wireless embedded systems ef-
ciently, are critical for mobile battery lifetime extending. The analysis for energy
saving in mobile device in Chapter 5 incorporates energy cost on embedded periph-
erals such as CPU, Graphics, backlight, storage devices, and delay cost for delay
tolerant applications. In section 5.3, a novel scheme based on optimal stopping
programming is proposed to deal with the trade-o of energy-delay. Through a
wide set of numerical investigations we shed light on the possible achievable gains.
Apart from that, recent research indicate that mobile users may want to access
the same popular video clips several times which can be energy inecient if it is
always streamed to the users the policy regarding download and store trade-o,
by taking into account the probability of re-using the content, the energy cost on
storage devices and the energy cost on wireless streaming, is introduced in sec-
tion 5.4. Finally, in section 5.5, by characterizing dierent mobile applications, a
practical model is proposed to reduce the overall energy cost of mobile terminals.
 Chapter 6 summarises the thesis contributions and presents nal conclusions. Fur-
ther it is briey explained possible avenues of future directions for energy-ecient
wireless transmission within the DTNs and cognitive networks in section 6.3.
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Chapter 2
Background Work and Scenarios
with Applications
In Chapter 2, a brief survey of ideas and technologies from other researchers will be
compiled, which are tightly related to the problem of energy-ecient delay-tolerant net-
working. A comprehensive review of two important technologies for emerging and future
cellular networks, namely Cognitive Radios (CR) and Delay Tolerant Networking (DT-
N) are introduced in Chapter 2, which have been considered in isolation until now. An
overview of how to capitalize the delay tolerance of various applications are introduced,
followed by the introduction of the distribution of PU and SU trac loads in cognitive
networks. Finally, this chapter also outlines previous related research in the area of
vehicular communications, opportunistic networking, and energy saving techniques.
Hereafter the focus is on Internet applications which can tolerate signicant delays with-
out deteriorating the experience of the end user. To this end, the consideration is on
highly delay-tolerant trac which can tolerate delays from few seconds up to few min-
utes. Trac with these characteristics are e-mails, updates of social networking portals,
message/le exchanged via the FTP, RSS (Rich Site Summary) feeds, non-real time
video streaming and OS (Operating System)/rmware updates to mention just a few.
We can utilize their inherent characteristics to signicantly save the energy cost for
embedded systems of mobile nodes. Note at this point, and as have been mentioned
previously, the increased usage of smartphones and the rich ecosystem of Internet appli-
cations are having a severe eect on the recharging cycles of devices due to the increased
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levels of energy consumption and limitations of battery technology. As the infrastruc-
ture of hotspots for Wi-Fi (IEEE 802.11) and White-Fi (IEEE 802.11af) interfaces are
becoming ubiquitously available in urban areas, and mobile devices are equipped with
multiple air interfaces, they could switch among these networks for better performance
and lower energy cost. In this case, the energy usage in modern devices for transmitting
a xed amount of data could dier drastically due to the signicant dierence on the
achievable data rates on these radios. In addition, channel conditions change according
to user mobility and spatial characteristics of the channel. Therefore, predicting the fu-
ture location and the mobility path of SUs (Secondary Users) is another challenging issue
in White-Fi networks. Furthermore, apart from the availability of the primary channels,
the mobile nodes have to compete with other SUs to seek an optimal time duration for
wireless transmission. Consequently, a virtual queuing model based on an M/M/K/L
system is designed to analyze the optimal population of SUs to be served in the system to
minimize the energy consumption of message transmission for the delay-tolerant appli-
cations. Wireless nodes (SUs) gather PU trac information from a historical database
in order to predict over a short-term the trac pattern of PUs. In the database server,
there are two types of information about primary channels. One is the 24-hours trac
characteristics of dierent channels across several months [32], and the other is the noise
power level in dierent channels that updated by SU devices constantly. A SU has to
send a query to the database server for free channels to transmit. According to the
available channel information at the same time slots in previous days and long-term
statistics regarding channel availabilities, the database server will certicate the noise
power levels by comparing to a threshold. Then the best candidate channels for the
inquired SU will be determined.
2.1 Delay Tolerant Networks
Signicant volume of research eorts have been placed on energy ecient data transmis-
sion for delay tolerant applications, especially the trade-o between transmission cost
and time delay over wireless networks [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38]. The work in [33] deals
with the problem of packet scheduling with deadlines within a pre-dened time win-
dow of length T. Based on that, the authors in [34] explore the energy-ecient packet
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transmission with individual packet delay constraints. They indicate that when pack-
et inter-arrival times are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.), the optimal
transmission durations of two symmetric packets are also identically distributed. Ac-
cording to this property, a exible energy and delay tradeo is illustrated under various
individual packet delay constraints and bandwidth eciencies.
In [35], the authors consider a delay constraint for each packet and reveal the relationship
between reliable transmission rate and QoS requirements, while a dynamic programming
based algorithm is introduced to acquire throughput maximization and energy minimiza-
tion according to dierent channel qualities of a fading channel with time constraints
[36]. The work in [37] further investigates the problem of energy-delay trade-os under
dynamic trac loads and user populations. The target-set selection problem has been
studied in the emerging Mobile Social Networks for trac ooading by delaying the
delivery [39]. In [40], a framework is proposed to investigate the trade-o between the
amount of ooaded trac and the users' delay tolerance over a 3G network.
For delay sensitive trac there has been an enormous previous research both applied and
theoretical within the general area of optimal job scheduling with deadlines [41]. There
has also been signicant volume of previous research work on energy ecient scheduling
for wireless packet transmission.
Today advanced mobile devices (smartphones and Internet tablets) are commonly used
both at public or private places, which are used for email, accessing RSS news feed,
watching streaming video, listening music/radio - to just name a few the prominent
features. This trend has caused a considerable increase in mobile Internet trac. In
terms of wireless access connectivity, while being mobile users are more likely to access
the Internet via cellular macro-cells connectivity due to the ubiquitous coverage, which
is in turn creating immense pressure on the limited bandwidth of cellular networks.
On the other hand, if the information regarding the location and coverage of high-rate
hotspots (small cells) can be easily obtained, Internet access via these hotspots could
be another option for users in response to the trac pressure on cellular networks.
However, due to the noncontinuous coverage of small cells, there has to be a delay
for mobile users to move into the coverage area of such high-speed hotspots (Wi-Fi,
White-Fi). In this case, the energy consumed for highly elastic Internet trac could be
signicantly reduced, while respecting user-specied and applications delay-tolerance.
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In [42], a joint study of 3G and Wi-Fi characteristics is conducted. It is introduced
that relatively costlier cellular networks provide ubiquitous connectivity, while free Wi-
Fi service is intermittently available. Therefore, the aim of this research is to ooad
cellular data transmission as many bytes as possible to Wi-Fi while meeting application-
specic requirements.




Mobile Web/Data/VoIP 36%  19% [2]
Mobile Video (Youtube) 55%  72% [2]
Mobile Audio (Podcast) 8%  7% [2]
Mobile File sharing (dropbox) 1%  2% [2]
According to the dierent features and user requirements, the mobile applications can
be categorized into several types. Table 2.1 compares the existing Delay Tolerant Appli-
cations in current digital devices. This table also show applications that the proposed
schemes as detailed in later sections can utilize their delay elasticity to reduce energy
cost. First of all, Table 2.1 presents the percentage of the top mobile applications, in
which the most popular mobile application is stored video streaming that accounted for
up to 55% of total mobile data trac by the end of 2014. And Cisco predicts that 72%
of the global mobile data trac will be video streaming by 2019 [2]. The study in [43]
denes the threshold of delay value experienced before the actual video playback as 1,
5 and 10 seconds. So we set a minor delay (10 seconds) for the stored video streaming
applications based also on user requirements. As the mobile advertisements have already
been embedded in current mobile platforms, during the delay gap, the advertisements
that downloaded locally can be played to full the user experience. Secondly, this is fol-
lowed by mobile Web/Data/VoIP. Some applications, such as e-mail, social networking
and RSS news feeds periodically exchange a portion of data with a remote server via
wireless access. For instance, podcast content on mobile devices will be synchronized
many times a day, thus we could utilize its delay-tolerance characteristics to reduce the
download cost [44] [45]. In [19], the maximum delay of e-mail has been set to 10 and
15 minutes in order to reduce the energy consumption of download, while the delay
threshold of news feeds has been selected as 10 minutes for the energy reduction pur-
poses. Recent estimates also conrm that the rate of music streaming and email use will
increase along with the the growing popularity of smartphones [46]. In [47], a system
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architecture for delay-tolerant wireless networks has been proposed and focuses on the
public content distribution such as software updates and news distribution.
More importantly, Intel has designed a DTN architecture for mobile environments that
lacks continuous connectivity [48]. In their proposed architecture, a Bundle gateway
located above the TCP/IP protocol stack can provide a store-and-forward data mech-
anism. Based on the store-and-forward approach, DTN capable phones have been im-
plemented as a carrier for DTN bundles on the Android platform [49]. The research
hereafter is motivated by the fact that a signicant proportion of mobile applications
are inherently delay-tolerant, such as updates in social networking, emails, RSS feeds
and weather updating to mention just a few. Hence it is possible to delay data trans-
mission until high-rate Wi-Fi or White-Fi hotspots become available. It has come to
our attention that many previous studies focus on the energy-delay tradeo algorithm
for delay-tolerant smartphone applications [29]. Consequently, our approaches focus on
the energy-delay tradeo research. For the delay-tolerant multimedia content, we rec-
ommend mobile systems delay some le delivery and eectively avoid the areas with
higher transmission cost so as to improve battery longevity.
2.1.1 Video Streaming
In [50] the authors analyzed the popularity distribution and the statistical properties
of requests for user-generated content (UGC) online video. According to the Pareto
Principle, about 10% of the top popular videos account for nearly 80% of the views
[50], which means that caching a small set of multimedia video could make an appealing
performance enhancement for the content with high download frequency. They further
show that caching the most popular content can ooad 50% server trac. In [51], the
YouTube trac in campus network has been monitored for long-term period, and it can
be observed that over 50% of the video requests and corresponding bytes transmission
were for previous request, which reveals that caching in local storages has the potential
to reduce bandwidth demands for video content.
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2.2 Availability in Cognitive Radio Networks
A common technique for channel estimation has been designed to analyze the PU traf-
c characteristic from available long-term observations/statistics [32]. In [52], authors
design optimal sensing strategies via a model assuming that the PU transmissions are
unslotted as a continuous-time Markov chain while the SUs are slotted to sense the
frequency channels. On this basis, Noh et al. propose a stochastic multichannel sensing
scheme based on trac information and sensing history [53].
In the meantime, a preemptive priority queuing system has been utilized to analyze the
mean system dwelling time of the SU trac and the blocking probability for real-time
SU connections [54]. In [55], the authors analyze the queue lengths and average queuing
delay of the SUs based on Poisson distribution of the SUs. In [56], a Dynamic Strategy
Learning (DSL) algorithm relied on the priority queuing systems including the SUs and
the PUs is proposed for the delay-sensitive multimedia applications in order to maximize
the user's utility function.
There have been several prior works on dynamic spectrum access, especially channel
selection schemes. In [57], a dynamic protocol is introduced for dynamic spectrum allo-
cation (DSA) with load balancing for SUs. They assume that the PU trac detection
and SU connections blocking in these channels from the allocation game has been solved
already, therefore they just focus on the load balancing of SU trac. Their algorithms
are modeled as a so-called balls and bins problem of congestion game, where balls repre-
senting the CRs are assigned to several bins representing physical channels of the radio
spectrum and SUs may reassign its load in a round based fashion dynamically. The
system can rapidly converge towards an approximately balanced state in which all CRs
will sustain cost below a certain threshold parameter. In [58], CR channels are logically
divided into multiple bands in order to achieve excellent load balancing performance,
where each band consists of a group of channels.
In [59], in order to achieve better channel utilization, SUs need to make a decision at
each time slot to access if the current achievable throughput can be improved by uti-
lizing another physical channel based on channel sensing and estimation. This channel
exploitation problem can be modeled as a nite-horizon optimal stopping problem be-
tween the expected increasing data rate of SU and channel sensing cost. Opportunistic
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scheduling policies are developed in [60] to maximize the throughput utility of SUs with
general interference and mobility models under maximum collision constraints with PU
trac, by designing collision queues that ensure reliability constraints. As the available
spectrum could be changed when mobile users are moving from one place to another,
continuous allocation of spectrum is another major challenge for mobile users [61].
My research analytically derives a scheme that allows the SUs to decide the transmission
duration in order to lower the energy consumption. Once the mobile devices equipped a
dual or multi mode antenna that is connected to cellular networks and other networks like
Wi-Fi and White-Fi, the SUs could switch between these networks to seek and use any
licensed spectrum bands as long as they do not cause interference to the PUs. Since the
SUs can require a trusted database for the information trac of PU connections, we could
predict the PU trac within a specialized relatively long-term duration. Meanwhile, a
virtual queuing model based on M/M/K/L system is designed to analyze optimal SU
number to be served in the system to minimize the energy consumption of wireless
transmission.
2.2.1 Queuing System
Many dierent facets of queuing theory have been utilized in the CR literature to analyze
the dierent priorities schemes for PU and SU trac. The research in [62] models
the data transmission and channel sensing problem as a queueing system in order to
make opportunistic use of spectrum channels which have been licensed to some primary
network. In [63], a slotted transmission system and an innite queue is assumed for
both PU and SU trac. SUs sense the channels in each slot, and transmit a packet
from the corresponding queue if detecting an idle time slot. In this context, SU link
has been considered as a \transparent" relay for the PU trac, if it does not aect the
stability of the PU queue. In [64], the preemptive resume priority (PRP) M/G/1 queuing
network model is developed to characterize the channel usage of CR networks. Based
on this queuing model, they characterize the spectrum utilization behaviors of each
channel with dierent arrival rates and service time distributions of PUs and SUs. The
research investigates the eects of spectrum hand-o delay on the extended data delivery
time of the SU connections. Based on the proposed PRP M/G/1 queueing network
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model, a suboptimal greedy target channel selection scheme is proposed in [65] to select
optimal target channels. SUs must execute a sensing procedure to check availability of
the current operating channel before data transmission in a slotted-based CR network.
According to spectrum usage interactions between PUs and SUs, the SUs can resume
the unnished transmission by nding suitable idle channels with with shortest delay of
spectrum handos. In each time slot the cognitive user, SU can can only sense one of
N parallel primary channels to exploit transmission opportunities for data accumulated
in its queue in [66], which primary transmissions are statistically independent and are
modeled as discrete-time Markovian on-o processes.
A signicant volume of research took the approach of categorizing users into K priority
classes. In that case, the highest priority class C1 is always reserved for the PUs in
each channel and SUs occupy the rest of K   1 priority classes (C2; C3;    ; Ck) [56]
[67]. In [56], an M/G/1 model is adopted and each SU maintains several physical
(or logical) queues for the various frequency channels. The channel selection decisions
are based on priority queuing analysis that considers the dynamic channel conditions,
trac characteristics, and the competitors' behavior. Hence, the SUs could eciently
adapt their channel selection strategies for the delay-sensitive multimedia applications
in order to maximize the user's utility function. In [67], they also model the trac as an
M/G/1 preemptive priority queue with channel conditions and one PU and multiple SUs
competing for the same frequency channels. Vacating the channels for the PU trac,
SUs would sense the remained channels and time slots (spectrum holes) according to a
simple First-Come-First-Serve (FCFS) rule. Moreover, they place the emphasis on the
delay and throughput of the SU trac instead of stability.
An M/M/1 time-varying queuing model is introduced to generate an accurate temporal
and frequency characterization of CR networks in [68]. In this case, the single server
is assumed to be a centralized BS and spectrum occupancy and availability for SU
connections is based on a statistical model. In [69], the authors design a model that
PUs occupy many licensed channels with one channel allocated for SU trac. The
SU trac subsystem is modeled as an M/M/1 queue with a processor sharing (PS)
policy. Meanwhile, the SUs would sense the PU licensed channels in order to nd a free
channel for transmission. As a result, the trac of PU license channels could be modeled
using an M/M/K/K queue. PU trac in three dierent levels of priority compared to
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SU connections (perfect, partial and no priority) has been analyzed in [18], where an
M/M/N/N queuing system is utilized to analyze PU and SU trac of arrival process
and service rates.
In [54], the preemptive priority queuing model is designed to analyze the SU trac of CR
system. The distributed non-real-time SU trac enters a queue buer in First-In First-
Out (FIFO) manner when the server is busy with PU or earlier SU connections. In non-
real-time situation, SU trac are allowed to be buered in queues. Meanwhile, if there
is no server available, the real-time SU trac are immediately discarded. They show
the simulation results regarding system dwelling time for non-real-time SU connections,
blocking probability and forced termination probability for real-time SU trac under
dierent SU arrival rates. In [55], authors analyze the queue lengths and average queuing
delay of the SUs based on Poisson distribution of the SUs.
2.2.2 Spectrum Availability
As the vacant TVWS spectrum are permitted to be used in several countries, and it
is without doubt that this new available spectrum will unfold new possibilities in data
transmission with strong potential to further decrease overall energy consumption. From
the research in [70], the percentage of locations with non-zero number of available fre-
quency channels is 64:7% under the ECC rules. In other words, for a SU, there is a high
probability that at least one frequency channel in TV white space could be available for
wireless transmission. Therefore, in this scenario, what is required is an estimation of
the probability that the SU device is within the coverage of a Wi-Fi like AP. We fur-
ther analyze the number of Wi-Fi like APs and the location of these APs in a specied
urban area. Opportunistic access to the licensed spectrum will be interruptible in the
sense that cognitive users have to cease transmission immediately and relocate to a new
band as soon as the primary user appears. In [1], the authors propose an eective spec-
trum decision scheme, which can evenly distribute the trac loads of SU connections
to multiple channels, thereby reducing the average overall system time compared to the
non-load-balancing scheme. Furthermore, the paper discusses two kinds of spectrum de-
cision schemes: one is sensing-based with the objective to determine the optimal sensed
number of candidate channels for channel selection, the other is probability-based that
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takes the trac statistics of both PUs and SUs. Dierent schemes for TVWS access can
be taxonomized as follows.
1) In the database server, there are two types of information about primary channels.
Firstly, the 24-hours trac characteristics of dierent channels in several months [32];
Secondly, the noise power level in dierent channels that is updated by the SU devices
constantly. When a SU needs a channel to transmit, it sends a query for available
channels to the database server. Based on the historical information about unoccupied
channels at the same time slots in previous days and long-term statistics about channel
availabilities, the database server will certicate the noise power levels by comparing to a
pre-dened threshold. Then the server will determine the best candidate channels for the
inquired SU and inform about the channels with high probability to be unoccupied. In
this scenario, we assume the SU has to periodically send the queries to database channel
to ensure the best channel conditions (SU throughput) and vacate as the emerging of PU
connections. Intuitively speaking, reducing the time interval that the SU sends one query
to the server, it will guarantee the SU to perform successful transmissions and avoid
interference for PU trac. Nevertheless, it will increase the transmission cost for the
SU. As a result, this channel exploitation problem can be modeled as a trade-o between
the query interval and energy cost of SU. In [71], the authors design a minimum collision
rate and minimum hando rate algorithm to maximize spectrum holes utilization of
the PU channels for optimal SU throughput on the basis of satisfying constraints of
collision tolerable level of PU channels. These two channel selection schemes are based
on spectrum holes prediction from past observations. In [72], a opportunistic channel
selection scheme is proposed with the aid of statistical trac pattern of PU channels
and trac prediction techniques. According to the long-term statistical probability of
each channel appearing idle in the next time slot, SU will rstly sense the channel with
the highest probability of being idle. Likewise, a channel selection method has been
devised in [73] to analyze the most probable unoccupied channels for SU trac. When a
database receives a SU query for an unoccupied channel, it will deliver stored historical
information about channel availability. The database searches the channels that have
been unoccupied at previous days from that time slot to some time in the future, while
it ensures noise levels of the most probably vacant channels is lower than a threshold. As
an extension of this research, in [74], all channels will be sensed and spectrum availability
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of channels together with geolocation information will be updated in the channel history
database by the most recent sensing results, which the information about spectrum use
in dierent locations are stored in binary format. According to their prediction results,
the proposed channel selection scheme can nd out optimal channels oering the largest
predicted idle time durations for SUs.
2) Regarding the sensing based scenario, the unlicensed users are allowed to transmit
if they sense the licensed band to be unoccupied. In [62], the spectrum sensing ap-
proach adaptively schedules the sensing periods to improve the spectrum eciency of
CR channels. The principle followed is that the proposed schemes transmit data when
the primary channels are in good conditions, while spectrum sensing is operated when
the channels are poor. In this category there are two types of sensing techniques. Delay-
sensitive applications over mobile devices prefer the proactive approach that cognitive
devices will sense the spectrum periodically to maintain a list of available bands in-
stantaneously, which would clearly incur increased sensing overhead. Meanwhile, if the
applications are delay-tolerant, the cognitive devices favour the reactive schemes that
sense the spectrum only when data are becoming available for transmission. Apparently,
the on-demand sensing strategy is more energy-ecient. However, once the cognitive
devices start to occupy one white space band, it has to proactively sense the TVWS
spectrum at periodic intervals.
Under reactive spectrum access model, SUs will switch channels only after detecting
PU trac. Hence, there will be an unavoidable window of possible interference to PUs.
Meanwhile, SUs would suer from unexpected interruptions during transmission, making
it extremely dicult to satisfy requirements of applications. With dynamic spectrum
availability, SUs must monitor spectrum constantly and switch among channels to avoid
disrupting PU trac. Furthermore, since QoS and aggregated throughput of SUs could
be dramatically degraded due to the burdensome cost in channel switching, it is more
favorable to avoid the costly channel switchings [75].
(A) spectrum prediction switching
The process of channels can be modeled as a two-state Markov Chain birth-death process
with death duration n and birth duration n. An ON (Busy) state represents the period
used by PUs, while an OFF (Idle) state exhibits the unused period. The lengths of the
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ON and OFF periods in each channel are independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) with
mean value equal to n and n [72], while another popular model is that the durations
are independently exponentially distributed [76] [77]. In the latter case, for the channel i,
the mean duration of OFF period approaches 1=i. SUs can estimate future spectrum
availability via spectrum sensing, by acquiring the knowledge of statistical property of
primary spectrum's usage pattern. This knowledge is from the approach by observing
primary channels over a long period of time or from assistance of a spectrum server. The
sensing scheme in [74] is a periodic sampling process so as to determine the ON/OFF
state of primary channels. The updated spectrum information about primary trac
in dierent channels will be stored into a channel history database for prediction of
spectrum availability with OFF state. Instead of switching channels randomly upon
unpredictable behaviors of PU trac, a channel selection strategy is implemented in
[75] based on statistically optimal channels in order to minimize the conicts with PUs
and maximize the probability of successful transmissions. Based on learning automata
techniques, each SU dynamically maintains a probability vector of choosing each primary
channel, and selects an available transmission channel accordingly. In [78], for low
overhead and high likelihood of spectrum availability, SUs has to decide the optimal
number of spectrum channels to be sensed if a decision is made in favor of seeking
spectrum opportunities.
(B) random switching
In each time slot, the SUs have to scan all available channels or randomly select some of
the channels if the number of channels is signicantly large. In this case, the scanning
and switching cost will account for a large proportion of energy consumption, thus
increasing the overall transmission cost.
2.3 Heterogeneous Network
A heterogeneous-network deployment constitutes a promising concept of meeting future
data-rate and capacity demands, which can satisfy high trac demands by utilizing
high-speed hotspots [79, 80]. In [81], Phantom Cells with high capacity are located
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within the coverage of LTE cellular networks to enhance the user throughput at Macro-
cell's edge regions. In the literature, a great deal of eort has been devoted to optimize
the vertical handover among dierent radio accesses.
2.3.1 Interface Switch
The new generation of cellular technologies (4G or LTE) may have diculties to satisfy
the signicant bandwidth demands of Internet access requirements of mobile applications
on recent smartphones and tablets in the future. From mobile users' viewpoint, they
would probably prefer the fastest possible data transmission over mobile device with long
battery lifetime. In addition, mobile users would prefer cheaper networks such as free
Wi-Fi, as typical cellular networks are billed in function of the number of transmitted
bytes [82]. Therefore, cellular networks should utilize high-rate accesses to ooad data
for mobile subscribers [83] [84]. The key requirement for MNs is that they should be
able to adapt its protocol stack to its user's requirements.
As the mobile operators start to have diculties to carry growing wireless trac over
cellular networks, overloading to high-speed hotspots is being considered. Multipath
TCP is proposed as an evolution of TCP in [82] which allows the simultaneous use of
multiple interfaces while still preserving a standard TCP socket API to the application.
Experimental investigations for Multipath TCP are presented to prove the feasibility of
multiple radio accesses handover among wireless networks for real applications. With
the ubiquitous deployment of cellular data networks, a system is designed to reduce the
immense pressure of 3G networks by leveraging available WiFi connectivity without sig-
nicantly hurting user experience of mobile application [42]. Cellular networks commit
to provide always-on, ubiquitous data service connectivity with relatively low data rates,
while Wi-Fi hotspots oer high data rates with limited coverage. The performance of
wireless data services would be dramatically improved if users could seamlessly roam
across these two networks. Therefore, two possible approaches are introduced for an
integrated 3G/WLAN network architecture in [85], namely tightly-coupled and loosely-
coupled interworking. By using qualitative analysis, it is showed that the latter is the
preferred approach. Since compared to Wi-Fi, cellular networks require much lower
power to stay connected but incur a more than an order of magnitude higher energy
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than that of Wi-Fi per MB transfer, an approach is proposed in [28] to achieve energy-
ecient data transmission by selecting multiple network interfaces among increasingly
available Wi-Fi networks and ubiquious cellular networks. Algorithms is designed to
learn eectively from context information and estimate the probability distribution of
Wi-Fi network conditions so as to decide whether or not to power up Wi-Fi interface
for wireless transmission for the purpose of energy saving.
On the top of that, under such a mobility networking environment, the vertical handover
among heterogeneous wireless networks has to be supported. During the process of
vertical handover from one access to another access, the MN cannot transmit/receive
data on its new point of attachment until the vertical handover ends. This can result
in disruption of an ongoing mobile streaming and dissatisfaction of the mobile user,
and higher user mobility leads to frequent handovers and service disruptions. Hence,
it is important to evaluate the handover latency of mobility protocols [86]. A vertical
handover Decision Algorithm for mobile phones is proposed in [87], which considers the
power consumption of mobile phones using dierent wireless access technologies (UMTS
and Wi-Fi) in a heterogeneous network environment.
In [88], an EIS (Enhanced Information Server) architecture is proposed to accelerate ver-
tical handover procedures, which wireless channel conditions are estimated by exploiting
spatial and temporal localities at the EIS to reduce the vertical handover latency among
WiMAX, HSDPA and CDMA. The MNs periodically send the message including its
location, RSS (Received Signal Strength) conditions, and the timing information to the
EIS. Consequently, it is possible to estimate the channel conditions and determine the
best PoA (point of attachment) for the MN, thus skipping time-consuming channel s-
canning procedures for a handover trigger event. In [89], a low-complexity RSSI-based
algorithm is proposed based on the implementation of a real testbed in IEEE 802.11
Wi-Fi and 3G networks, which the vertical handover operations are completely operat-
ed by the mobile terminal. In this case, the handover latency is typically long due to
the fact that the old connection is torn down only after the new connection has been
established.
Since the roadside APs could evidently improve the wireless le delivery, especially when
the mobility of vehicle and pedestrian can be predicted on familiar routes [25], my work
attempts to provide a scheme of energy management on the availability and performance
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of digital devices under a realistic environment that the mobile devices could access the
Internet source from cellular networks and Wi-Fi/White-Fi hotspots.
2.3.2 Mobility Management Protocols
Mobility management has become an important topic of research and various new pro-
tocols and standards have been designed to maximize the eciency of mobility man-
agement, which mobile users can move around without noticing any change for the link
service [90]. MIPv6 is designed to support the node mobility of IPv6 protocol, which
MNs can move from one network to another and still maintain existing connections
without changing their Home Address. There are three important entities, which are
MN (Mobile Node), HA (Home Agent) and CN (Correspondent Node). Each MN is
identied by two IP addresses: HoA (home address) and CoA (Care-of Address). The
HoA is a permanent IP address obtained from its HA, which identies the mobile node
regardless of its location. MN is always reachable with its HoA; the CoA is changed
at each new point of attachment and provides information about the MN's current sit-
uation. Whenever MNs move from the home link to a foreign link, they must be able
to quickly detect its movement and acquire a new CoA. This CoA changes when MN
moves to another foreign network. After conrming the uniqueness of new CoA at for-
eign network, the MNs sends send BU (Binding Updates) message to register this CoA
with their HA and to notify CNs as needed. Once the BU has been acknowledged by
CN, data packets can be transmitted through a path between the MN and CN directly
[91] [92].
In [91], a practical testbed is established to examine the performance of MN vertical
hando in terms of the FTP hando delay, which includes the dierent wireless radio
access technologies such as WLAN, GPRS and TD-SCDMA. However, there are some
drawbacks for the MIPv6 protocol. One is that periodic exchange of location update
messages over the air interface consume available bandwidth; the other is that MNs'
involvement in mobility management process consumes battery and incurs processing
overheads [90].
PMIPv6 is a protocol that uses the same concepts as used in MIPv6, but modied
to operate in the network part only instead of involving the MNs. PMIPv6 extends
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MIPv6 signaling and reuses many concepts of MIPv6 such as HA. PMIPv6 benets are
evaluated regarding the increase of available bandwidth and TCP/UDP throughput over
HSDPA and WLAN [90]. In [93], an implementation analysis of PMIPv6 is evaluated for
the impact on the performance of PMIPv6 and reducing handover delays. In [94], the
handover performance of PMIPv6 is compared with various representative existing host-
based IP mobility management protocols, which handover delay of PMIPv6 is much lower
than those of MIPv6 and HMIPv6. A handover delay analysis for mobile terminals with
multiple interfaces based on PMIPv6 in [95] recommends to avoid excessive handover
delays resulted from timer and conguration mechanisms in the IPv6 specication. With
some performance optimizations, the handover latency of PMIPv6 could be around 100
ms, which is three times faster than MIPv6.
PMIPv6 extends MIPv6 signaling and reuses many concepts of MIPv6 such as the Home
Agent (HA) functionality. The new principal functional entities introduced by PMIPv6
are LMA (Local Mobility Agent) and MAG (Mobile Access Gateway). LMA is the HA
for the MN in a Proxy Mobile IPv6 domain.
 MAG is a function that typically runs on an access router. MAG is the entity that
performs the mobility management on behalf of the MN. The rst responsibility
of the MAG is to detect the MN's movements on the access link and initiate the
mobility-related signaling with the MN's LMA on behalf of the MN [96]. Further-
more, it establishes a tunnel with the LMA, and emulates the MN's home network
on the access network for each MN.
 LMA is similar to the HA in MIPv6, but it has additionally required functional
capabilities for supporting PMIPv6 [94]. It is responsible for maintaining the MN's
reachability state while the MN moves around within a PMIPv6 domain. Every
LMA must maintain a binding cache entry for each currently registered mobile
node [96].
Once a MN enters a PMIPv6 domain and attaches to an access link, the protocol ensures
that the MN is able to obtain its home address on any access network as long as it roams
in the domain. According to the Per-MN-Prex model, a unique home network prex
is assigned by the serving network to a MN for MN's exclusive use, and no other node
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shares an address from that prex. As the prex conceptually follows the MN wherever
it goes within the PMIPv6 domain, given that the uniqueness of the global address in
PMIPv6 is guaranteed by the per-MN prex model, there is actually no need to perform
the address conguration at the MN on the home address. If the MN can be prevented
from going into an unnecessary address conguration, handover latency can be greatly
reduced as compared to MIPv6. In addition, since MAG takes part in mobility-related
signaling on behalf of the MNs, PMIPv6 can eectively reduce the overall handover
delay by reducing the Proxy Binding Update round-trip time delay [95, 97].
A handover coordinator has been incorporated to enhance the PMIPv6 handover perfor-
mance regarding handover delay and packet loss, where WiMAX andWiFi are interwork-
ing in a partially overlapping area [98]. An enhancement of PMIPv6 with simultaneous
bindings for IP mobility is designed in [99], which can reduce the handover latency by
proactively executing the conguration of the MN interface for the link to the target
access router while the MN is still connected to the serving access router. In [97], a
handover coordinator entity is utilized to operate in the overlapping region of interwork-
ing heterogeneous wireless networks (WLAN and WiMax networks) within a PMIPv6
domain. This HC ensures that packets are delivered to the MN as realtime as possible,
thereby enhancing the handover performance by further reducing the handover delay
and packet loss without incurring more signaling overhead in the air interface.
2.3.3 Cell Residence Time
The mobility model is of primary importance in wireless transmission analysis, which
Cell Residence Time is dened as the time interval that mobile devices can access the
service from Micro-cells. A systematic tracking for the random movement of mobile de-
vices within a cellular environment is formulated mathematically in [100]. Based on this
formulation, behavior of dierent mobility-related trac parameters is characterized to
indicate that the cell residence time both new and handover calls are well approximated
by generalized gamma distribution. Moreover, depending on the street structure, the
eect of changes in direction and speed of mobile users can be interpreted as contribut-
ing to an increase or decrease in the cell residence time. The eect of CRT distributions
are quantied in [101] on cellular network performance, which the distribution of cell
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residence time depends on many factors such as cell shape, cell radius, user mobility and
the paths a user follows. Based on the dierent CRT distribution such as Exponential,
Erlang, Gamma, Uniform, Weibull and Deterministic, simulation results show that the
call blocking probability is insensitive to the cell residence time distribution. Realistic
mobility model is constructed in [102] to analyze dierent performance of call blocking
probabilities based on exponential distribution and truncated Gaussian distribution for
cell residence time with the same mean and standard deviation in the discrete event
simulation. The cell residence time follows exponential distribution and Gamma distri-
bution to explore HDT (hando dwell time) eect in [103], while the cell residence times
are independent identically distributed with nonlattice distribution in [104]. In [105],
the probability distribution of CRT in the dierent quality zones is investigated assum-
ing that the quality zones have specic shapes (i.e., circular-shaped cells). Experimental
results indicate that the quality zone residence time tends to have a negative exponential
distribution, according to specic distributions of speed and direction of movement of
mobile users. In [106], based on a quite general mobility model, the new and the han-
dover cell residence times can be approximated by a generalised gamma distribution. In
[107], dierent distributions, such as negative-exponential, constant, Pareto, log-normal,
gamma, hyper-Erlang, hyper-exponential and Coxian distribution, are utilized to model
cell residence time.
2.4 Summary
Chapter 2 introduces the background and framework about Delay Tolerant Networks,
Cognitive Networks, Spectrum Access, TV White Spectrum and Applications in vehicu-
lar networks. When a vehicle moves along a road segment, the factors that inuence the
wireless message transmission could be the channel conditions, distance to the serving
BS, the speed of the vehicle, and the population of PU. The proliferation of delay toler-
ant applications (social networking updates, emails, updates over the air to mention just
a few) can drive ecient utilization of available spectrum by SU under a CR enabled
cellular network. As it is possible to reduce the energy cost by delaying the wireless
transmission until high-rate Wi-Fi/White-Fi hotspots become available, signicant re-
search eorts have been placed on energy ecient data transmission that takes into
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account the delay-sensitivity of mobile applications with delay deadlines. Especially the
problem of energy ecient transmission under delay constraints over wireless networks
has been studied in section 2.1.
In the addition to the above, as the vacant TVWS spectrum are permitted to be used
in several countries, the new available spectrum will unfold new possibilities in data
transmission with strong potential to further decrease energy consumption. According
to the historical information about availability of primary channels, PU trac detection
and load balancing are two important issues for channel selection algorithms for SUs.
Hence, queuing theory and its applications have been described in subsection 2.2.1 to
analyze the opportunities for wireless transmission. Then, there has been many research
focusing on spectrum decision strategies for SU transmission, which can be divided
into two classes in subsection 2.2.2, namely sensing-based scheme and probability-based
scheme.
Finally, since the ubiquitous deployment of wireless Internet connectivity has brought
growing pressure on cellular data networks, many research have suggested that the
architecture of next generation wireless networks would constist of Macro-cells (BS) and
Micro-cells (hotspots) to ooad wireless trac. Since micro-cells could be installed in
addition to the macro BSs, an elementary strategy that can increase the capacity of a
cellular network and reduce the usage of cellular data networks is to utilize the road-side
high-speed hotspots, which is the so-called heterogeneous network. To propose a scheme
in which mobile terminals can intelligently switch among cellular, Wi-Fi and White-Fi
interfaces, more work on the characteristics of heterogeneous network has been described
in section 2.3. Following the overview of simultaneous use of multiple interfaces on
mobile devices, various studies on mobility management protocols have been discussed
in subsection 2.3.2. These protocols are designed to support the mobility of mobile
devices, where handover delay and packet loss are two key indicators to evaluate their
performance when they are inplemented in the mobile embeded systems. Moreover, in
order to appropriately characterize the service time within a coverage of Micro-cells, an
accurate mobility model of mobile user's residence time in the Macro-cells is required.
Cell residence time are assumed to follow a particular distribution in previous research
described in subsection 2.3.3, which are related to mobility attributes, such as user
velocity, user direction and route selection of mobile users.
Chapter 3
Multiple Interfaces for Wireless
Transmission
In Chapter 3, the framework of cellular networks with several high-speed wireless hotspot-
s is proposed and several relevant standardization activities are explained. As a Sec-
ondary User, the mobile users should eectively avoid the Primary connections and
lower itself energy cost for wireless transmission. Since it becomes feasible to estimate
the PU connections by contacting a trusted database containing the information of PU
trac, a scheme is proposed that explicitly utilize the distribution of SU trac loads to
provide load-balancing. By modeling the problem under investigation as an M/M/K/L
queuing system introduced in Appendix A, the performance of the SUs competition is
analyzed under various trac blocking thresholds and queuing delays. To this end, the
optimal number of SU trac capability can be estimated to be served simultaneously in
the queuing systems as well as optimizing the frequency channel utilization. A wide set
of numerical investigations reveal how data transmission delays and the use of available
white spaces can reduce the energy consumption without aecting PU trac.
3.1 Wireless Accesses
In real terms, handover among Wi-Fi networks (White-Fi channels) and cellular net-
works incurs the interface switch energy cost and connection establishment energy cost.
45
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Wireless channel conditions are also highly correlated to the geographical location of
the nodes (i.e., path loss), therefore accurate wireless networks condition estimation is
highly critical in cognitive networks for the ecient usage of the available spectrum at
a given location and session duration. In our model, we calculate the theoretical gain of
















Figure 3.1: The bit rate of mobile users within the coverage of the Base Station (BS)
ring range
3.1.1 Deployment of Cellular Networks
The ability to perform Adaptive Modulation and Coding (AMC) based on received
signal quality indicators allows the cellular networks to dynamically use higher-order
modulation, up to 64QAM , within locations with increased signal to noise ratio and
lower-order modulation such as QPSK [108] [109]. To this end, the cell can be separated
into n concentric rings of radii Ri; i = 1;    ; N according to the distance between the
wireless device and its serving BS as shown in Figure 3.1. The set of available modulation
and coding schemes are denoted by fMR1 ;MR2 ;    ;MRN g. Consequently, each circular
region with distance Ri to the BS corresponds to a dierent constellation size and coding
scheme. For example, 64QAM-3/4 means the modulation and coding scheme is 64 with
3/4 coding rate, while QPSK-1/2 denotes the modulation and coding scheme is 4 with
1/2 coding rate.
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Let r denote the coding rate, and dBS be the (Euclidean) distance between the mobile
node and the serving BS. Then, since the spectral eciency is dominated by the distance
between mobile user and the BS, the spectral eciency (bits/s/Hz) IEC(dBS) is given
by [108]:
IEC(dBS) = r  log2(MdBS ) bits=s=Hz (3.1)
Concerning the energy consumption in data transmission, it can be identied by the
following main sources: (1) the electronic circuit at the nodes of SU; (2) the energy dis-
sipated to transmit the data; and (3) the energy consumed to receive corresponding data.
The energy consumption regarding SU wireless data transmission can be formulated as
in [110], shown in the equation below where ed represents the energy consumption of the
Operational Amplier, B denotes the data transmission rate, and  is the transmission
time.
f(dBS) = (erx + etx + ed  dBS)B   (3.2)
=
8<: (erx + etx + elos  r2BS) B   if dBS  dths(erx + etx + emp  r4BS) B   if dBS > dths (3.3)
where erx is the Receiver electronics consumption and etx is the Transmitter electronics
consumption, and elos denotes the one bit energy consumption with the free space (line-
of-sight) propagation losses (the distance to the BS dBS  dths) and emp is the energy
consumed per bit in transmission in the longer-distance case that the signal is attenuated
by multi-path fading (Two-ray Reection). Let Plos and Pmp denote the transmitted










where wl is the wavelength, htx=hrx is the transmit/receive antenna height, andGtx=Grx
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is the transmitter/receiver antenna gain. Therefore, the energy consumption for trans-
mission is given by:
f(dBS ; t) = (erx + etx)F +
k+mX
t=k
Plos(or Pmp)  t (3.6)
where k+m is the time slot that nish the data transmission.
We adopt an LTE system with a 20 MHz bandwidth throughout the investigations
hereafter. In LTE channels, the average sector throughput could be utilized to quan-
tify the total capacity throughout the sector or site coverage. With the aggregate of
the data rates and the number of concurrency users within the sector, we can deter-
mine the network throughput for individual mobile user. Let   2 f0; 1; 2;    ; T g
denote the time slots along the whole route of mobile users. During the time duration
fk; k+1;    ; k+mg from all the time slots above, the mobile user could transmit a
portion of the le to the BS. Hence the energy cost of the whole le transfer via the




Pelec(t)  t+k+mt=k etx(IEC; dBS) (3.7)
Where Pelec in the above expression denotes the power consumption of the cellular
interface electronics and etx(IEC; dBS) represents the energy cost for the op-amp, which
is related to the distance between the mobile user and the BS and the spectral eciency.
Within cognitive radio (CR) networks, the SU transmission is trying to explore white
space of wireless spectrum while at the same time avoiding to interfere with the PU
trac. For the purpose of avoiding PU transmission, as a SU, the fundamental assump-
tion is that wireless nodes in vehicles use spectrum sensing or query the database which
maintains information about the available channels for the details of the local radio
environment.
3.1.2 Modelling Wi-Fi Operation
In general, the Wi-Fi transceiver has four basic modes of operation: Sleep, Idle, Transmit
(TX), and Receive (RX). From the report in [112], the power consumption of wireless
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NICs is not decreasing with the new generation products, resulting from the fact that
more power consuming subcomponents were used in Wi-Fi systems. The report likewise
brings out the fact that power consumption is in proportion to the applied voltage of the
Wi-Fi module. Moreover, we can see that the NIC power consumption in Idle state is
comparable to their TX&RX power. This is because in Idle mode, the Wi-Fi module has
to listen frequency channels and wait for incoming packets, leading to the fact that both
the analog circuits and Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC) operate at full workload as
in the RX mode. On the contrary, it is the sleep mode actually that can introduce
substantial power savings [113].
In current Wi-Fi chips that target smartphones, mobile gaming and portable consumer
electronic devices utilize the SDIO (Secure Digital Input Output) and GSPI (Generic
Serial Peripheral Interface) interface for the design of low power embedded systems.
Although the above studies in [112] [113] just present the gures of WLAN products
including the PCI, mini-PCI, CardBus, PCMCIA interface and so on, and the power
consumption of Wi-Fi chips in smartphones and tablet PCs should dier with the above
studies shown, they should dissipate consistent relative power.
We assume that there are several Wi-Fi hotspots within the coverage of a macro BS.
Within the domain of Wi-Fi hotspots, mobile users are always associated with a serving
AP, and we further assume that APs are randomly located within the cell coverage
area [114]. The set of AP locations could be denoted by  = fx1; x2;    ; xkg. The
research in [115] depicts three distinct phases for TCP connectivity, where the entry
phase and exit phase provide very weak connectivity with higher loss rates and delay.
In contrast during the production phase, a connectivity window provides a signicant
higher throughput. Depending on the signal strength received from an AP by a mobile
user and the user's speed, it will maintain a constant bit rate in the production phase
of the connection between the user and an AP. Hence if the user's speed does not
change too much, the eective bit rate can basically keep xed for the specied user
[116]. Therefore, without loss of generality, we assume that the associated APs provide
a constant data rate to the mobile user within their coverage.
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3.1.3 Spectrum Management Models
As mentioned above, wireless channel conditions are highly correlated to the actual geo-
graphical location of the mobile users since the path loss is a function of the distance to
the AP. In this case, accurate wireless networks condition estimation is critical. Mean-
while, for the purpose of avoiding PU transmission, the SU nodes could utilize spectrum
sensing or query the database which maintains information about the available channels
for the details of the local radio environment.
One approach to utilize the white space spectrum at a given time and location is to
verify with a database available channels. From historical statistics, SU could verify an
average Wi-Fi (White-Fi) availability within a 24 hours period, thereby quantifying the
average coverage of White-Fi in this domain at a given time. On the other hand, if such
a trusted database is not available in this area, the mobile devices have to sense the
spectrum.
In the sensing case, when we consider the optimized overall energy saving schemes, the
sensing energy cost should be factored as essential part. Energy consumption per sensing
cycle Escl is given by the sum of the total energy to scan all the assigned channel Escan,
and the total energy to switch between these channels Esw. We assume the number of
channels for White-Fi is C, hence the mobile device has to switch (C   1) times when
hopping from one channel to another [117].
Escl = C  Escan + (C   1)  Esw (3.8)
Apart from that, the locations of Wi-Fi AP based White-Fi is another crucial factor in
the wireless transmission eciency. If the information of AP locations is not available
for mobile devices, we have to predict the PUs actions, the probabilities of establish a
connection, and service duration according to the density of White-Fi in this domain.
3.1.3.1 Optimal Transmission Time of SUs
In the proposed model as detailed hereafter, we assume that wireless nodes gather PU
trac information from a historical database in order to predict the trac pattern of
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PUs over a short-term period. In the database server, there are two types of information
about primary channels. One is the 24-hours trac characteristics of dierent channels
in several months [32], the other is the noise power level in dierent channels that
updated by SU devices constantly. Based on the above framework, a SU has to send
a query to the database server for an available channel to transmit. According to the
available channel information at the same time slots in previous days and long-term
statistics regarding channel availabilities, the database server will certicate the noise
power levels by comparing to a threshold. Then the best candidate channels for the
inquired SU will be determined.
As there is signicant previous research regarding the prediction of PU connections
arrival rate and holding times, we aim to utilize such results and design an algorithm
for SU connections according to the periodicity of PU trac pattern. In this scenario,
we consider the time horizon for the estimation to be relatively long term (such as
for example in terms of hours) instead of short term (fraction of a second), that is,
the prediction of PU trac is stable and unchangeable in a relative long-term time.
Therefore, under the assumption of the probability-based channel selection scheme [1],
the SU will select its operating channel from all of the M candidate channels to achieve
some form of load-balancing based on the stochastic trac prediction, such as the arrival
rates and service times. The packet arrival processes of the PU connections are modelled
as Poisson. Applying the Probability-based Scheme theory [1], the average system time
S is given by,
E[S] = E[W ] + E[T ] (3.9)
where W denotes the waiting (queuing) time and T presents the extended data trans-
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where the vector ppb = (p
(1); p(2);    ; p(k);    ; p(K)) presents the set of distribution
probabilities for selecting each candidate channel k 2 (1;K). We utilize probability-
based scheme to nd the optimal probability vector ppb in order to balance the PU and SU
trac load among multiple channels with the constraint that p(1)+p(2)+   +p(K) = 1.
Moreover, this optimal ppb vector can maximize the transmission time in each time
slot in order to accommodate more SU trac. On the basis of this optimal vector,
the SUs could directly access to the preselected channel by estimating the PU trac













































































Figure 3.2: SU trac pattern with dierent average arrival rates
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According to a four-channel system with the trac parameters in Table 3.1, which
assumes that the data rate of the primary and the secondary connections (bits/slot)
are equal to 1, the results in [1] have been reproduced as shown in Figure 3.2. It
displays that when the SU trac is relatively light, i.e., the arrival rate being 0:01,
the SU trac prefers to select channel 1 as their transmission frequency channel which
has the lightest PU trac. However, when the SU arrival rate becomes higher, some
secondary connections tend to choose other candidate channels for data transmission.
Based on the optimal distribution probability vector, the same service time for secondary
connections and minimal overall system time, we can have the optimal time duration
rate as presented on the right y-axis of Figure 3.2 for SU trac in one time slot. In our
model, it is assumed that the average arrival rates of the SU connections are under a
threshold which restricts the SU trac for better QoS service.







probability of SU trac
(popt)
1 0:01 20 0:5308
2 0:01 30 0:2828
3 0:02 20 0:1864
4 0:02 35 0:0000
Recall that the cell has been separated into N concentric rings as shown graphically in
Figure 3.1. When a SU message needs to be transmitted, rstly, it will be placed into a
specialized queue for corresponding ring. Secondly, the system of queue is sensing for the
available vacant frequency channels that the PU connections do not occupy and tries to
distribute the message from SU queue into the candidate channels. We assume without
loss of generality that all SU messages have the same data length. As a result, the SU
connections in all of the frequency channels are assumed to have the same service time.
From the above discussion, it is possible to estimate the optimal time duration for SU
trac in a specic time slot. Then the problem can be simplied into a situation that
only SU messages compete for all of the frequency channels, i.e., without competing
with the PU connections. Under the above dened framework, the central focus in the
sequel is to calculate the number of SU that can be accepted in the dierent co-eccentric
rings in the network under the constraints of service delay elasticity and the blocking
probability.
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3.1.3.2 Optimal Number of SUs
In this section, we turn our focus on the SU message competition without competing
PU connections. Figure 3.3 gives an example of the physical queues for the case of
K frequency channels and N concentric rings with dierent modulation and coding
schemes. When the trac of the SUs needs to be transmitted in the system, it can be
inputted to the queue for the SU connections. This proposed channel selection model
could approximate the virtual SU message queue using an M/M/K/L queuing system,
as described in Appendix A. If the number of SUs is large, the input trac of the virtual
queue can be modeled as a Poisson process, where K is the number of servers and L is
the nite number of waiting positions for each queue.
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Figure 3.3: Access for SUs modeled as an M/M/K/L queuing system
Let 
(i)
s denote the average number of the SUs per unit time in ith concentric ring of
radii Ri and L denote the number of unit time as a kind of queue length. Therefore,
each queue of this system, namely each ring, can accommodate 
(i)
s L number of the SUs.
Given the set of candidate channels 
 = f1; 2;    ;Kg and the set of concentric rings
< = f1; 2;    ; Ng, we denote Cij to be the capability of the SUs in ring i 2 < within
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the channel j 2 
 and have
Cij = IEC(dBS)  B
K N (bit=s) (3.14)
where F is the size of SU message and B represents the bandwidth available at the BS.











K  ij =
F  (i)s
K  Cij (3.16)
Assume that pm is the probability that there are m SU message in the system and pthres
























Note that the constraint of (Equation 3.19) depicts that the blocking rate of SU con-
nections in the virtual queue should be lower than the predetermined threshold pthres.
3.2 Wireless Interface Switch
Conventional Wi-Fi is deployed in the unlicensed 2.4GHz spectrum (IEEE802.11 b/g/n),
while several wireless card vendors consider to trigger a new amendment in order to add
Wi-Fi-like TVWS technology into the already existing IEEE 802.11 standards body.
Moreover, the lower transmission frequency (in the range 400 800 MHz) leads to the
increased coverage of Wi-Fi-like AP in the TV band. In order to identify the eect
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of occupying frequency channels in the interference under various use cases, cognitive
devices have to seek proper approaches to provide reliable communications without
aecting PUs.
In the simulations hereafter, we assume that APs (Wi-Fi, White-Fi) are uniformly dis-
tributed over a typical urban environment. For instance, we consider 20%, 50%, and
80% of coverage from such small cells in order to evaluate spectral availability under
scenarios where Wi-Fi/White-Fi coverage is low, medium and high. Furthermore, the
alternative wireless networks (Wi-Fi, White-Fi) may be available at limited locations or
time durations. Therefore, the challenge is whether a mobile device that will transfer
N MB of data should search for alternative networks to transmit the data and possibly
delay the transmission in order to achieve minimal energy cost.
Let ETV av be the energy cost for data transmission as the White-Fi radio access is
available for mobile users, which is including the transmission cost via White-Fi radio
EtxTV and sensing cycle cost Escl. When the White-Fi access is not available, it is
assumed that there is a energy cost ETV un when the radio circuit has been active.
ETV av = EtxTV + Escl (3.20)
ETV un = Escl (3.21)
Meanwhile, based on historical statistics from roadside APs in urban environment, it
is assumed that mobile users can directly associate the roadside APs on a specic spot
which could evidently reduce the sensing cost on the Wi-Fi radio circuits. Since the
location awareness of the dierent hotspots could be not accurately enough it is expected
that when the mobile user is not within the coverage of Wi-Fi hotspots, there is still
some energy consumed by the circuit of Wi-Fi interface in the mobile device. Therefore,
the Wi-Fi access cost EWav and the cost that Wi-Fi is not available can be denoted by,
EWFav = EtxWF + EassoWF (3.22)
EWFun = EcirWF (3.23)
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In the above expression EtxWF expresses the energy cost through the entire wireless
transmission, EassoWF is the energy consumption for Wi-Fi AP association which re-
mains a small proportion from overall Wi-Fi circuit cost, and EcirWF is the only Wi-Fi
circuit cost. Since the interface for the LTE (primary network) is always on, there is
no energy cost for connection establishment. Therefore, the energy cost to transfer the
data via the LTE interface is ELTE .
Let PTV denote the probability that a White-Fi network is available. The expected
energy cost of attempting to use the White-Fi network is as follows,
ETV = PTV  ETV av(LTV ) + (1  PTV )  ETV un (3.24)
Similarly, the energy cost of attempting to use Wi-Fi access is,
EWF = PWF  EWFav(LWF ) + (1  PWF )  EWFun (3.25)
where LTV and LWF represent the le size transmitted within one White-Fi and Wi-Fi
hotspot respectively, while Ltotal is the entire le size of data and PWF is the probability
that Wi-Fi access is available.
In the case of multiple alternative interfaces, the system should choose the network with
the most expected energy saving. In this work, the primary network is cellular networks
and the alternative networks are White-Fi and Wi-Fi. If the data size transmitted
by White-Fi LTV or by Wi-Fi LWF is smaller than the entire data size Ltotal, which
means the entire data cannot be transmitted within the current cell, the system has to
determine whether to delay the transmission to the next wireless hotspot cell. Otherwise,
it has to utilize LTE access to transmit the remaining data portion. Meanwhile, if all
of the data could be transmitted within the high-speed access coverage like Wi-Fi and
White-Fi, it will not consider the handover for the remaining data. The energy cost for
multiple interfaces can be denoted by,
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Emulti3 = PTV  ETV av(LTV ) + (PWF   PWT )  EWFav(LWF )
+ (1  PTV   PWF + PWT )  ELTE(LLTE)
+ (1  PTV )  ETV un + (1  PWF + PWT )  EWFun
Ltotal = LTV + LWF + LLTE
(3.26)
where PWT is the probability that both Wi-Fi and White-Fi access are available. And
it is assumed when White-Fi and Wi-Fi access are both available, White-Fi access has
a higher priority than Wi-Fi network. Furthermore, we categorize the wireless trans-
mission strategies for mobile applications into several dierent categories as shown in
Figure 3.4.




















Figure 3.4: Transmission strategy for dierent data size under delay constraints
1) Large size les with short delay constraint (YouTube like applications, 10 seconds
delay constraint): (i) In the only-LTE-coverage area, the system will predict whether the
mobile user can move into the next hotspot under the delay constrains of the applications.
If this is not possible, the user has to utilize LTE interface to transmit a proportion
of data le in order to meet the applications' requirements before moving into next
hotspot; (ii) Within the Wi-Fi and White-Fi coverage area, if all the data cannot be
transmitted, the system has to determine whether delay the transmission to next hotspot
or immediately transmit the remaining data via LTE. In order to provide better user
experience, the system might have to start the wireless transmission immediately to
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secure enough downloaded data in local storages for video playback rather than waiting
until next high-rate hotspot.
2) Small size les with short delay constraint (podcast, audio les): the system will
launch the le transfer immediately, no matter what kind of wireless radios it could
access for transmission.
3) Delay-tolerant applications (email, social network and APPs updating, 1 min delay
constraint): if the mobile applications are delay tolerant, the mobile users will have
enough time to moves into the next wireless hotspot, such as White-Fi and Wi-Fi.
Therefore, the wireless transmission could be always executed via the high throughput
interfaces.
3.3 Bundle Protocol for DTNs
In 2003, Intel has implemented a prototype DTN architecture under the Linux oper-
ating system, in which DTN (Bundle) gateways are in charge of buering messages in
nonvolatile storage devices. It is well noted that the DTN design can be overlaid upon
the TCP/IP based Internet easily [48]. From then on, it is assumed that all of the DTN
system should be an entity with a bundle layer. The rst use of Bundle Protocol for
DTN is in 2008 [118]. In these tests, a bundle node transferred images from a Low Earth
Satellite (LEO) belonging to the UK Disaster Monitoring Constellation (UK-DMC) to
provide store-and-forward service in DTN networks via Bundle Protocol. The Bundle
Protocol (BP) is dened in RFC 5050, while the DTN architecture introduces a bundle
layer in RFC 4838. Bundles can be stored in an intermediate node for an excessive
amount of time (minutes, hours, or even days) [119]. By using Bundle Protocol as a
store-and-forward protocol and LTP (Licklider Transmission Protocol) as a convergence
layer protocol, the DTN transport layer service has been evaluated in [120].
In a DTN, the bundle layer is placed below the application layer and hides the actual
communication layers [49] [118] [119] as presented in Figure 3.5. The Bundle Protocol
relies on the services of a convergence layer that is underneath the bundle layer. The
Bundle Protocol allows application programs to communicate across the lower-lower
protocols under conditions that involve long network delays or disruptions [121]. The

















Figure 3.5: The architecture of DTN layer
convergence layer bridges Bundle messages and link layer in order to practically make
the network communication. In order to deploy DTN in practice, the implementation
in [49] utilized TCP/IP as link layer protocol based on Android mobile phones.
3.4 Performance Investigation
The related parameters used in general scenarios where a vehicle is moving towards the
BS are summarized in Table 3.2 and we use the model in [110] to calculate the energy
consumption of RF module and electronic circuits. The results of energy consumption
were obtained via MATLAB based simulation by focusing on the uplink throughput to
serving BS and it is assumed that the radius of the cellular BS to be 1000 meters.
Table 3.2: System Parameters
Symbol Denition Value
F Message Size 50 Mbits
Prx Received power threshold  52 dBm
va Vehicle average speed 8 m/s
BW Bandwidth 10 MHz
etx Transmitter electronics consumption 50 10 9 J/bit
erx Receiver electronics consumption 50 10 9 J/bit
VDD Power supply 1:8 V
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We provide an example of optimal allocation of the PU connections and the blocking
rate probabilities of SU connections in Table 3.1. For simplicity, we assume the channel
number K = 4. Note that in Table 3.1, the arrival rate and service time of the PU
connections in all of the K channels are not identical. In addition, as shown in the
results of optimal distribution probability vector for SU transmission, we can see that
increased probabilities of SU connections are allocated to the channels whose trac
load is expected to be less. As a result, the wireless node on the vehicle would al-
ways try to select the optimal channel for data transmission and avoid the interruption
on the PU transmission. Based on the above discussion and the parameters from Ta-
ble 3.1, the optimal distribution probability vector for transmission time of vehicle popt
is (0:5308; 0:2828; 0:1864; 0:0000).
Recall that the SUs must monitor all frequency channels to sense the arrival of PU
connections. In this model, we assume that the PU trac load is stable within a short
time duration. Therefore, from now on, we use queuing system modeling to analyze the
trac of SU connections without consideration of PU connections. The SU virtual queue
senses the frequency channel in an increasing order, from 1th to theMth channel. When
initiating a data transmission, the queues rst check the availability of frequency channel
1, then 2; 3; 4; :::;M . If all of the frequency channels are unavailable, the transmission is
blocked. Here, for the SU virtual queue, the availability of one frequency channel means
that the channel is not occupied by the PU connections.












1 42 7 1 0:0490
2 23 11 1 0:0909
3 84 14 1 0:0477
4 77 22 1 0:0909
5 167 29 1 0:0805
6 188 33 1 0:0909
total 581 116 1 N/A
optimal 188 199 1 0:0955
Table 3.3 presents the simulation parameters and results with a blocking trac threshold
pthres = 0:10 for the SU queue. It can be clearly seen from the results that when the
mobile nodes are moving towards the service BS, the length of time units in each ring
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transmission in all of the rings
transmission in the closest ring
Figure 3.6: mean throughput of the SUs vs. dierent blocking probability threshold
becomes less owing to the increasing capability of rings in terms of transmission rate.
Moreover, with the decreasing distance between wireless nodes and the BS, the ring
could accommodate a larger number of SU messages, that is, the SU virtual queue could
accommodate a larger number of the SUs simultaneously.
In this model, we assume that there are two situation for a comparison in order to show
the benet of energy consumption: 1) the bandwidth of the service BS is divided into six
equal parts, and each ring could only use one part for transmission; 2) the bandwidth is
occupied exclusively by the last ring which is closest to the service BS. For instance, in
the 7th line of Table 3.3, the SUs buer all the message and move into the area of the
ring which is closest to the service BS. In this case, the SUs in the last ring occupy all of
the bandwidth for message transmission, that the capacity and throughput will be the
maximum possible since this ring can support the higher constellation. From Figure 3.6
we can observe that, if the message carried by the SUs is highly delay-tolerant, when the
SUs transmit message in the closest ring of the BS, the throughput could be signicantly
improved.
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transmission in all of the rings
sub−optimal in the closest ring
optimal in the closest ring
Figure 3.7: Energy consumption of transmission in dierent blocking probability
thresholds for one SU
Concerning the energy consumption, Figure 3.7 presents three dierent cases of energy
cost focusing on one SU to be served. Firstly, when the wireless node is moving towards
the BS, we compute the energy consumption in all the six rings of the BS. The second
case shown is the situation when the SU buers the message to be transmitted to the
BS and moves into the last ring for data transmission, which the SU occupies all of the
bandwidth of the BS. Lastly, based on the second case, the proposed scheme is depicted
where the SU has moved into the last ring of the BS, as the bandwidth increasing,
the SU queuing system can accommodate an increased number of SU messages under a
threshold of blocking trac rate, which brings all the capabilities into full play. Here,
we must emphasize that in the situation of the rst and third case, the queuing system
works under an identical blocking probability threshold to restrict the message number
in the queue. As a result, intuitively speaking, the optimal one (the third case) has
the potential of increasing the energy eciency due to the fact that it can process a
higher number of SU message simultaneously; thus spending less time to transmit the
message comparing to the sub-optimal one (considering messages of the same size).
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From Figure 3.7, it is shown that, as the threshold of blocking trac probability is
set to be 10%, the optimal schemes only dissipate approximately 2=5 energy (Joule)
with equal amounts of data transmission. It is noteworthy that, the energy cost of
optimal schemes uctuates narrowly among these three schemes under dierent blocking
probability thresholds. The reason is that the optimal schemes provide the highest
data throughput and accommodate largest number of SU messages, which leads to the
shortest time duration for wireless transmission and circuit cost.




















Figure 3.8: The length of time unit in dierent rings
It is assumed that the length of each message is identical. Due to the dierent throughput
of wireless transmission in dierent rings of area, the length of time units that the
wireless nodes could send one message to BS should be dierent as shown in Figure 3.8.
Meanwhile, with the monotonically increasing values of blocking probability threshold,
the number of SU message that can be accommodated in the queuing systems will
rise in varying degrees. Compared to the rst two cases, the optimal schemes can
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Figure 3.9: The max value of s in dierent rings under dierent blocking probability
thresholds
accommodate signicantly more messages in the queuing systems simultaneously as
shown in Figure 3.9.
Additionally, the scenario investigated above can be extended for the case where there
are multiple SUs transmitting messages simultaneously. For illustration purposes, we
set a blocking trac threshold pthres = 0:10 for the SU queues in this simulation as well.
As presented in Figure 3.10, the trends of three curves are almost the same as before
and the proposed scheme outperforms the other schemes.
3.5 Summary
In Chapter 3, in order to capitalize the delay tolerance of applications, a theoretical
framework is developed for energy eciency schemes that can maximize spectrum uti-
lization and SU throughput. For cellular interface, the downlink/uplink rates of mobile
devices can dynamically be adjusted according to the modulation and coding scheme
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energy for all of the rings transmission
energy for the closest ring
optimal energy cost
Figure 3.10: energy consumption of transmission with increasing SU number
based on the distance between BS and mobile user, which has been presented in sub-
section 3.1.1. Therefore when the mobile user is far away from the serving BS, it is
necessary to look for alternatives to reduce the wireless transmission cost. Currently,
as many portions of the TV spectrum are not in use for a signicant period of time,
it is implied that the existence of plenty of spectrum opportunities can be potentially
exploited for wireless transmission. Hence, once the mobile devices are equipped with a
dual or multi mode antenna that is connected to cellular networks and other networks
such as Wi-Fi and White-Fi, the SUs could switch between these networks to seek and
use any licensed spectrum bands as long as they do not cause interference to the PUs.
By considering the distribution of the SU trac loads and PU connections that would
be emerging stochastically, the CR system will contact a trusted database for historical
information about PU trac at a specic location and time duration so as to estimate
the probability for the SU connections. With the aid of the estimated available prob-
ability concerning location and time duration, the SU trac can access the primary
channels more eciently and increase the channel utilization. Based on the estimation
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of PU trac within a specialized relatively long-term duration, and the analysis of prob-
abilities for vacant channels and time slots, an M/M/K/L queuing system is devised in
subsection 3.1.3 to estimate the SU trac capability that the system can serve simul-
taneously. By considering an M/M/K/L queue where SU connections compete for K
frequency channels in N concentric rings with dierent modulation and coding schemes
within the BS coverage, the trac of the SUs can be inputted to the queues for the SU
connections. If the number of SUs is large, the input trac of the virtual queues can be
modeled as a Poisson process, where L is the nite number of waiting positions for each
queue.
Finally, a scheme is proposed for delay-tolerant mobile applications in CR networks with
a central aim of reducing the energy consumption. When non-real-time applications are
buered in the SU systems, the system is recommended to delay the data transmission
to an area close to the BS, thereby maximizing the throughput potential whilst reducing
the overall energy cost of wireless transmission under several constraints. The analysis
and numerical results are presented in section 3.4, which reveal that the proposed opti-
mal wireless transmission schemes can accommodate signicantly more messages in the
queue simultaneously under the same blocking threshold. Also, due to the highest data
throughput of the proposed schemes, the overall energy cost of wireless transmission can
also be signicantly decreased. In addition, when the scenario is extended to multiple
SUs cases, the proposed scheme still outperforms the other schemes.
Chapter 4
Diversity of User Mobility in
Wireless Transmission Scheduling
In Chapter 4, the stochastic characteristics of user mobility is studied which should
include direction changes and variable speed of the mobile users. As the time spent by a
subscriber unit in the coverage of Wi-Fi/White-Fi hotspots strongly aects the overall
eciency of wireless transmission, a realistic movement model is analyzed which focuses
on the velocity of mobile users, direction changes, and route selection distributions.
Thereafter, the CRT (cell residence time) in wireless hotspots is utilized to optimize
the schemes that can provide better performance in terms of energy saving, application
requirements, and switching cost of dierent radios in embedded systems. Furthermore,
a strategy that deploys roadside infrastructure Wi-Fi/White-Fi APs at a given location
is introduced to assist the data delivery for mobile devices according to corresponding
the on-line service features of mobile applications. In this framework, a probabilistic
analysis is incorporated for the route diversity, and the CTR of user mobility. For
the delay-tolerant mobile Internet applications, the schemes proposed in Chapter 4 can
eectively extend battery lifetime by making selective use of the available high-rate
roadside wireless hotspots.
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4.1 Mobility Analysis
Since wireless node mobility greatly aects the performance of mobile wireless networks,
a realistic mobility model is critically required to provide a deep analysis on the impact
of the terminal mobility, which includes user velocity, direction changes distribution, and
route selection distribution. The spatial and temporal characteristics of RWP (Random
Waypoint) are analyzed as a discrete-time stochastic process in [122]. A time-variant
mobility model is proposed in [123] to characterize mobility pattern based on data of
daily activities. It is assumed that when a mobile device is engaged in a wireless com-
munication context, the system of mobile device system must be able to periodically
update its current location to the heterogeneous network. Hence the system of hetero-
geneous network can determine its served mobile users current access point in order to
pre-computed and predict their route properly for incoming wireless transmission. Lo-
cation updating procedure is that the mobile users will periodically inform the system
about changes of their current status including speed changes, direction changes and
pre-determined path changes.
Historical information concerning the movement of vehicles can be used to predict the
location that a vehicle is more likely to be found or the action that a vehicle is more
likely to take. There are some subsidiary methods that can be used to aid realistic
route and location estimation of mobile users, such as path selection probabilities, and
time-dependent mobility models of mobile users (both vehicles and pedestrians), which
would greatly facilitate the design of cost-ecient wireless transmission strategies that
meet demands of mobile applications. Furthermore, some road rules which also can be
utilized to aid route prediction and location estimation.
1) The speed limit of a given road can be used to compute the cell residence time in one
Micro-cell, the distance between mobile users and the serving BS, and the uplink/down-
link rate via multiple wireless accesses. In the meantime, other related factors, such
as trac congestion, trac light, and performance limitations of dierent vehicles (car,
bus or truck), could aect the likelihood of a hypothesized trajectory traveling along the
given road.
2) There are several restrictions when mobile users are traveling at a certain street to
be along with, such as one-way restrictions, no left turns, no U turns, vehicle type
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limitations (height and weight), pedestrian-only street, give-way sign at an intersection
that mobile users must slow down, and bridge/road weight limit to bear, which could
be important factors for wireless transmission strategies.
3) Finally, many empirical information can be collected to aid the prediction of move-
ment for mobile users. A considerable portion of vehicular/pedestrian journeys are
repeatable. For example, the mobile users on the public transportation (train, ship, and
bus) have xed routes. In addition, the route and time for every week, among their
home, school, work place, super market, shopping center, are trackable and stable with
some rules to be followed. These useful information regarding daily route of vehicles and
pedestrians could be updated regularly. Since the historical information could be pos-
sible to more accurately locate a mobile user, once this priori information are available
for the prediction of mobile transmission, there would be a signicant energy saving for
wireless transmission.
4.2 Macro and Micro Cells
LTE Heterogeneous network oers a signicant capacity improvement in cellular net-
works by reusing frequency resources within a Macro-cell coverage area, where a couple
of Femto nodes are deployed for higher capacity [79]. The Macro-cell provides basic
coverage in Heterogeneous networks, while the Femto nodes are placed randomly in-
side a Macro-cell to increase wireless transmission capacity and prevent coverage holes
[80]. Therefore, a future capacity solution for LTE is envisaged by utilizing small cells
(Phantom Cells) to carry user trac and oer good mobility support [81], where a new
interface (X3) is required to perform the master-slave relationship between the Macro
Node and the Phantom Nodes. As the phantom Cells are deployed in a dierent carrier
frequency with the Macro-cell, the UEs (User Equipment) need to transmit discovery
signals which will be synchronized with the Macro-cell in a periodic manner for fast and
power-ecient detection. The research in [81] focuses on L1/L2 mobility procedure in a
continuous Phantom cell layout, which the handovers are executed between Micro-cells
(Phantom cell).














Figure 4.1: Vertical handover in heterogeneous networks
Vertical hando process allows the mobility of MNs (Mobile Nodes) among access points
supporting dierent network technologies as shown in Figure 4.1. Handovers from a
serving network to a target network should be fast so that mobile users can continue
receiving their services seamlessly. Supporting voice and interactive multimedia with
continuous mobility implies that the handover latency should not exceed 50 ms to prevent
excessive jitter [99]. As stated in [86], a handover delay of less than 200 ms is acceptable
for supporting real-time services. A test-bed implementation based on a RSSI (Received
Signal Strength Indicator) and hybrid RSSI/goodput VHO algorithm is proposed in [89],
which also experiences a long handover latency between commercial WiFi and UMTS.
To satisfy the needs of mobile users, MIPv6 (Mobile IPv6) protocol has been proposed by
the Mobile IP IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force) to solve the issue of IP mobility,
which allows a MN to be identied by a single IP address even though the MN may move
its physical point of attachment from one network to another [124]. Various messages
are exchanged between MNs and a home agent which suers from inecient utilization
of resources such as long handover latency, high packet loss and signaling overhead.
A testbed is implemented in [91], which the MN has three access interfaces (WLAN,
GPRS and TD-SCDMA) supporting MIPv6. And a wireless heterogeneous network is
established to evaluate the performance of vertical hando delay.
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Figure 4.2: PMIPv6 architecture in heterogeneous wireless networks
PMIPv6 (Proxy Mobile IPv6) protocol is an enhanced version to MIPv6, which supports
IP mobility operation without requiring the participation of MNs in mobility task [96].
Hence, It is able to reduce handover latency. PMIPv6 introduces a special access router,
called MAG (Mobile Access Gateway), which ensures an MN to continue the same IP
address conguration as long as it roams within the same PMIPv6 domain [98]. An
LMA (Local Mobility Anchor) is in the backbone network maintaining a collection of
routes for MNs within the located mobility management domain as shown in Figure 4.2.
Packets for an individual MN are routed to and from the MN through tunnels between
the LMA and the MAG. When a MN moves from one link to another upon handover, the
MAG will send a route update to the LMA. A handover mechanism is proposed in [98] to
improve the performance of PMIPv6 by incorporating an HC (Handover Coordinator)
to enhance handover performance and reduce handover delay. The work in [90] evaluates
the benets of PMIPv6 protocol regarding handover performance between WLAN and
HSDPA in a real test-bed. During an ecient handover the IP address should not be
changed. An experimental evaluation of PMIPv6 is presented in [93], which analyzes the
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TCP/UDP performance and the handover latency of PMIPv6 from WLAN to WLAN.
Since the variety of vertical hando decision algorithms is too complex for the immediate
use of smartphones, an embedded VHDA (Vertical Hando Decision Algorithm) is pro-
posed in [87] for seamless data transmission upon vertical hando, which can be readily
used on latest smartphones without any changes in the network infrastructure. Behav-
iors of 3G/WLAN seamless handover on mobile applications (FTP/HTTP downloads,
video/audio streaming, Skype) are evaluated based on a Nokia N900 test-bed in [125],
which utilizes a vastly simplied PMIPv6-like handover procedure. From Table 4.1, it
is shown that the handover latency is extremely long in their test-bed experiment.
Table 4.1: List of Handover Simulations






RSSI/goodput test-bed WiFi, UMTS
WiFi to UMTS: 4.13s










test-bed WLAN, HSDPA N/A [90]
PMIPv6 test-bed WLAN to WLAN
higher than 100ms
for TCP [93]
VHDA test-bed WiFi, UMTS/HSPA
UMTS to WiFi: 140ms
WiFi to UMTS: 230ms
[87]
Simplied PMIPv6 test-bed 3G, WLAN 3G to WLAN: 11.72s [125]
4.2.2 Cell Residence Time
The cell residence time (CRT) in one hotspot area (such as Wi-Fi, White-Fi) is the time
interval from the start point of the wireless transmission to the time that the mobile user
moves out of the cell. The research in [102] examines the sensitiveness of mobile network
performance in a discrete event simulation, which the hando dwell time is following
an exponential and truncated Gaussian distribution. The work in [106] evaluates the
parameters of handover margin and averaging window by approximating the handover
cell residence time as a generalized gamma distribution. Similarly, mathematical for-
mulations are developed for the systematic tracking of the random mobility models in
[100], which cell resistance time is approximated by the generalized gamma distribution.
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The eect of mobile cellular network performance has been quantied in dierent distri-
bution cases that cell residence time is Exponential, Erlang, Gamma, Uniform, Weibull
and Deterministic [101].
When the mobility of mobile users can be well predicted, systems can have a prior
knowledge of the mobile users' destination. In realistic cellular mobile networks though,
the time probability distribution takes into account the fact that some users may choose
to take a longer route to the destination. When a mobile user is moving at an intersec-
tion, the destination, road structure and trac conditions will inuence the direction
selection of the user. Moreover, a mobile user will move along dierent paths with d-
ierent speeds, depending on the road network pattern and rules, which leads to the
dierent time spent on these roads. Consequently, the mobility modeling should include
the direction changes at a crossroad and the speed of the mobile users. To this end, we







Figure 4.3: Graphical representation of node mobility
The time spent and distance traveled by a mobile user in one Micro-cell depends on its
average speed, changes of direction, route selection, route shape and trac situations.
In urban roads environment, most mobile users (vehicles, pedestrians) tend to have
a relatively constant speed and travel along relatively xed trajectories. Depending
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on whether one le transmission is completed within the coverage area of one access
cell (Wi-Fi or White-Fi) or handed over to cellular networks (LTE), two dierent cell
residence times can be specied: (1) the remaining cell residence time, and (2) the
handover cell residence time, noted as t2 and t1 respectively and shown in Figure 4.3. If
the start point or the end point of a mobile user within one hotspot, the sojourn time
in this hotspot should be the case of remaining cell residence time E[Tn]; the case of
handover cell residence time E[Th] is the time duration to move in and out from the cell.
These two cases of expected mean residence time for an arbitrary mobile user in a cell










Where R denotes the radius of the cell and v is the average speed of the mobile user.
Moreover, the exponential distribution is used extensively to characterize the CRT be-
cause of its analytical tractability. Since the residence time of mobile users could be
dierent according to their trajectory and hotspot coverage, the systems should ensure
that there would be enough probabilities in the wireless hotspot coverage to assure for
a complete le delivery.
4.2.3 Wireless Transmission Duration
The wireless transmission duration times are assumed to be independent and identically
distributed random variables, which strongly depend on the location and mobility of
mobile users.
Table 4.2: Parameters for Wi-Fi/White-Fi Hotspots
Hotspots Distribution Mean E[Th] (sec)
Wi-Fi1 Gaussian Distribution 10
White-Fi1 Gaussian Distribution 27
White-Fi2 Gaussian Distribution 22
Wi-Fi2 Gaussian Distribution 15















Figure 4.4: A typical route of mobile users
A arbitrary vehicle trajectory of a mobile user within the coverage of cellular networks
and hotspots is shown in Figure 4.4 under the assumption that the wireless transmission
will terminate after K hotspots. Let THOi(i = 1; 2;    ; 2K) be the handover delay
when the wireless access of the mobile user switches from one to another. TCRj(j =
1; 2;    ;K) is the cell residence time under the high-speed hotspot coverage and TSum
is the time interval between the start point and the end point of the mobile user. Let
TCellRes be the time duration that the mobile user can access the cellular networks
without the coverage of Wi-Fi/White-Fi hotspots.







TCRj + TCellRes (4.3)
Suppose that random variables (RVS) THOi for any i is exponentially distributed with
mean 1=. And the cell residence time TCRj , which is the time duration that a user
stays in the coverage of a hotspot cell, follows Gaussian distribution with mean E[Th]
as presented in Table 4.2. Consider a heterogeneous wireless network including one
BS, two Wi-Fi hotspots and two White-Fi hotspots as shown in Figure 4.4, we assume
the radius of the macro cell (BS) to be 1000 meters, and the radius of the White-Fi
hotspots and Wi-Fi hotspots to be 100 and 50 meters respectively. From the start
point of this map, there are ten vehicles moving towards the end point of this map
along with the same route as presented in Figure 4.4. In this scenario, each vehicle is
moving continuously for 250 seconds. One case is the mobile users on these vehicles only
transmit data via cellular networks. Second case is that the mobile nodes switch between
cellular networks and Wi-Fi/White-Fi interfaces, which will generate 8 times handovers
and access Wi-Fi/White-Fi hotspots for high-rate wireless transmission. Figure 4.5
illustrates the simulation results and compares the above two cases, and it is shown
that during the 250 seconds, the data sizes downloaded by 100 mobile nodes are all
around 466 Mbits by only cellular access. On the other hand, the data sizes downloaded
from second case vary considerably because of the variation of cell residence time in
these 4 Wi-Fi/White-Fi hotspots. From Figure 4.5, it is observed that, if the mobile
nodes always execute the handovers between Micro-cells and Macro-cells, the data size
downloaded by mobile nodes could be signicantly increased.
4.3 Long Term Energy Saving
In this scenario, it is assumed that the road segment a vehicle is moving along is covered
by a cellular BS with two White-Fi hotspots and two Wi-Fi hotspots in this domain
as shown in Figure 4.6. Let   = fi; i+1;    ; jg denote the decomposed time slots
in which mobile users is moving along a road. Let Q(t) = fqi; qi+1;    ; qjg represent
the energy consumed from embedded peripherals, such as CPU, Graphics, backlight and
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data transfer via different networks
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Figure 4.6: A general model used for evaluating energy saving of smartphones
storage devices. Our goal is to nd the minimized energy cost for a xed le size transfer






Ecell(t) + ETV (t) + EW (t) +Q(t)
)
(4.4)
Where st represents the strategy at time slot t, and S is the set of possible strategies
for wireless transmission. ETV and EW represent the energy consumption for White-Fi
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and Wi-Fi components of mobile devices respectively. Emin is the overall energy cost
for the embedded system in the mobile user end. Our proposed strategies strive to
achieve energy eciency for mobile users across a long-term average, thereby prolonging
the battery lifetime. Table 4.3 summarizes the energy cost of main peripherals in a
standard embedded system of mobile devices.









































In this case study, the eect of this scheme on long-term usage will be considered.
Previous statistics have shown that the average multimedia video size is 10MB on
YouTube, which is a nominal value for such video les [129]. Hence we assume that
the average length of a YouTube video is 4 minutes and 12 seconds, so in one cell, the
mobile user will watch 250 seconds video which translates to about 100Mb downloading
from wireless radios on average.
Additionally, it is assumed that the mobile devices have a lithium-ion battery with a
capacity of 1200mAh, 3.7V. Figure 4.7 shows a comparison of the battery lifetime of two
mobile applications (video playback and audio playback) in three dierent scenarios. In
the rst scenario, when the mobile users make a request for the application, the system
will start wireless transmission immediately without any delay. In the second and last
scenarios, the mobile systems would delay the wireless transmission 10 seconds and 1
minute respectively. In the case of video playback, as seen in Figure 4.7A, the strategies
that allow delay for mobile application can achieve drastic energy savings. As a result,
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Figure 4.7: Battery life for dierent mobile applications
the 10 sec delay constraint strategy and 1 minute delay constraint strategy could extend
the battery lifetime by 9.3% and 12.7% respectively.
Similarly, in the audio playback case, it is assumed that 100Mb data size will be down-
loaded via wireless access every 250 seconds. As can be seen in Figure 4.7B, the pro-
posed schemes which allow delay on the transmission perform better than the non-delay
schemes due to the fact that in the audio playback scenario, the embedded system will
have less CPU utilization with the backlight o, which takes a signicant portion of
overall energy consumption in the video playback scenario. Consequently, in this case,
the battery lifetime will be extended up to 24.4% compared to the non-delay strategies.
4.4 Summary
Since battery technology does not well match with the development of Internet applica-
tions, the energy limitations have been a direct impact on the time that mobile devices
are operational. As previous investigations disclose that data transmission via wireless
radios is a dominant cost in mobile devices, it is important to intelligently make selec-
tive use of the high-rate wireless accesses with stochastic features. Since the time spent
by a subscriber unit in the coverage area of a Micro-cell would signicantly aect the
overall eciency of wireless transmission, realistic movement of mobile users is analyzed
in section 4.1 including velocity, direction changes, and route selection distribution.
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Vertical handover process allows the mobile terminals switch between high-coverage
Macro-cells and high-rate Micro-cells for cost-ecient wireless transmission. To fulll
the requirements of mobile applications, a framework of heterogeneous networks has
been introduced to provide the seamless wireless services for mobile users, which the
cell residence time in Micro-cells are of major importance with respect to service quality
evaluation. According to the review presented in subsection 4.2.1, there is a handover
cost such as handover delay when the mobile devices switch between cellular networks
and White-Fi/Wi-Fi hotspots. According to the fact that wireless transmission could
be initiated at any point within the Macro- or Micro- cells along the route of the ve-
hicle/pedestrian, two dierent cases including the remaining or the handover residence
time has been discussed in subsection 4.2.2. Based on an arbitrary vehicle trajectory
in a typical city, two strategies of wireless transmission have been compared in subsec-
tion 4.2.3, although there is handover cost introduced by switching between Micro-cells
and Macro-cells, the data size downloaded by mobile devices could be signicantly in-
creased by utilizing the high-speed hotspots if the handover cost is small enough.
In the meantime, as the data transmission via wireless radios is a dominant energy con-
sumption in mobile devices, in order to avoid the drain of mobile device batteries, a novel
strategy is proposed in section 4.3 for battery lifetime extension that capitalizes on the
delay tolerance of mobile Internet applications by making selective use of the available
high-rate roadside wireless hotspots (Wi-Fi/White-Fi). Experiments based on theoretic
and realistic analysis reveal that impressive energy savings can be achieved, which the
battery lifetime could be extended up to approximately 25% for the applications with
a high delay tolerance. In the future, the mobility model that distinguishes pedestrians
and vehicles could better characterize the movements of mobile users to deeply investi-
gate the energy saving for these two cases, and the eects of changes in direction and
speed must be considered together.
Chapter 5
Energy Savings in Mobile
Embedded Systems
Signicant developments in streaming multimedia applications has been witnessed re-
cently for digital devices, such as smartphones, Tablet PC, and PDAs; these eorts
have remarkably re-shaped user experience for online wireless multimedia. Mobile users
expect that the convenience of online services, such as news, sports, or entertainment
clips, can be experienced anytime and anywhere by simply clicking on a button of digital
devices. The increased usage of smartphones and the rich ecosystem of Internet applica-
tions are having a severe eect on the recharging cycles of devices due to the increased
levels of energy consumption and limitations of battery technology; eventually battery
capacity becomes a key constraint due to the size and weight of digital devices. To this
end, it is critical to develop innovative strategies in order to manage the wireless embed-
ded systems eciently, thereby prolonging the battery lifetime and enhancing overall
user experience.
First of all, Chapter 5 will focus on the overall energy saving in mobile embedded system-
s, which will include the analysis of key embedded peripherals such as CPU, Graphics,
backlight and storage devices (DARM, FLASH). Under the inherent stochasticity of
available of transmission opportunities, the challenge is to select an optimized time du-
ration to launch the data transmission in order to minimize the overall energy cost while
satisfying the information delay constraints (with focus on delay-tolerant messages). To
this end, a novel relaying scheme to deal with the problem of energy-delay trade-o,
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based on optimal stopping programming (OSP), is presented in section 5.3, whilst ex-
ploring dierent candidate solutions for data transmission. Apart from that, recent
studies reveal that users may want to access the same popular video content multiple
times which can be energy inecient if it is always streamed to the users. Hence in
section 5.4 dierent policies are studied in terms of whether or not content should be
stored in the device by taking into account the probability of re-using the content, the
energy consumption of DRAM (if it is to be stored) and the energy consumption to
stream the content again.
5.1 Delay Cost
We assume that a vehicle node has a le of F Mbits in the buer (DRAM) for trans-
mission at the rst available time slot. In a similar manner to the assumptions made in
[33], all the data has to be transmitted to the BS before a hard deadline (T). Intuitive-
ly speaking, simply increasing the average delay time of packets can eectively reduce
the energy consumption of the model. Suppose that a chunk of the information le is
segmented into several packets of length as fl0; l1;    ; lmg. Let   = f0; 1; 2;    ; jg
denote the time slots along the whole route of vehicle. So the aim of our model is to
choose the best time duration fk; k+1;    ; k+mg from all the time slots above for
transmitting the data to the BS in order to minimize the overall energy consumption,
where k is the time slot to launch the message transmission, and k+m is the time slot
that complete the transmission. At each time slot a vehicle node can forward some of









k+i  li  T (5.1)
As seen in (Equation 5.1), we include a hard deadline T to restrict transmission time
duration in the proposed transmission scheduling strategy.
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5.2 Storage Cost
Broadly speaking the general architecture of a mobile device (such as smart phones,
tablet computers, digital cameras, etc.) can be decomposed into the processing unit
(CPU), the local Dynamic Random-Access Memory (DRAM) and ash/hard disk (HD-
D). When a wireless terminal prepares to transmit data to other nodes, the data has to
be ready in the local DRAM. However, if the system decides to wait for a short period
to transmit, the data stored in DRAM would be transferred to internal storage devices
(e.g., internal NAND ash) or external storage units (e.g., SD card, HDD) [130], which
depends on the delay constraints and transmission strategies of mobile applications.
The research in [128] splits the DRAM power into two parts, namely operation power
and background power. Apart from the command operating power, such as read/write,
register power, and termination power, the background power is the power that de-
pends solely on the power-down state and operating frequency. The conventional power
management technique of DRAM mainly focuses on the trade-o between power con-
sumption and wake-up latency. There are three major power states with decreasing
power consumption: standby, power-down, and self-refresh. In [128], the DRAM energy
required for each operation at two operational frequencies, 1333MHz and 800MHz, have
been presented. And we include the energy cost under 1333MHz operational frequency
in a typical server platform as a reference to show the dierences of energy consumed by
dierent operational modes in Table 5.1. In our scenario, memory designed for mobile
platforms, such as LPDDR2, will be utilized to design the proposed energy eciency
schemes, which far more energy-ecient in contrast to PC/server DRAM [131][132].
Table 5.1: Storage Power Requirements in Dierent Operational Modes
Symbol Metric Value
PNidle NAND ash Idle Power 0:4mW [127]
eNread NAND ash Read eciency 1:92nJ=bit [127]
eNwrite NAND ash Write eciency 12:5nJ=bit [127]
PHDDstdb HDD Power in Standby Mode 1:43W [133]
PHDDidle HDD Power in Idle Mode 8:83W [133]
PHDDio HDD Read/Write Power 15:63W [133]
eDRAMr DRAM Average energy(nJ)/read 56nJ(=64bytes) [128]
eDRAMw DRAM Average energy(nJ)/write 61nJ(=64bytes) [128]
PDRAMsf DRAM SelfRefresh Power 0:92W [128]
PDRAMpd DRAM Precharge Fast Powerdown 2:79W [128]
PDRAMstdb DRAM Precharge Standby 4:66W [128]
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Meanwhile, Flash memory has risen to prominence as an important component in mobile
devices with large storage requirements, which supports three primary operations: erase,
program and read [134] [135]. We use the known results from [127] to determine power
consumption of NAND ash memories. Besides, as another important storage unit
equipped in mobile computing devices (portable multimedia players and laptops), the
energy consumption of the HDD should be aware for the system performance [133] [136].
As a general rule, the HDD has three operating states: standby, idle, and read/write.
Table 5.1 presents the typical energy eciency parameters of storage devices. Detailed
descriptions of storage device operations can be found in datasheets, technical notes and
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Flash Erase/Write
Flash idle
Flash Power statesFlash Read
Flash idle
Flash idle
Figure 5.1: Power state machine of DRAM, NAND ash and HDD
In the numerical investigations the assumption is that the DRAM has three back-
ground power operating modes, namely the Self Refresh, Precharge Fast Powerdown,
and Precharge Standby. Figure 5.1 shows the DRAM power states in dierent states for
wireless transmission.
If as a result of the optimal policy the decision is not to transfer the message from
the DRAM to NAND ash memory, the DRAM would enter into the Precharge Fast
power-down state, in which the DRAM DLL is on, with relatively shorter exit latency
in several power-down states. This is because DRAM would wake up at any time to
transfer the stored data to the RF module. Once the embedded system starts transfer-
ring the data, the DRAM will repetitively execute operational commands (read/write
array, read/write I/O, termination, activate and pre-charge) with the background power






Read(array), Read I/O, Termination,
activate and pre-charge
Write(array), Write I/O, Termination,
activate and pre-charge
Precharge Standby
Read(array), Read I/O, Termination,
activate and pre-charge
Start transmission
(e.g. delay is 20 sec)
States of DRAM with data transfer to NAND flash/HDD
Precharge Fast Powerdown state Precharge Standby
Read(array), Read I/O, Termination,
activate and pre-charge
Start transmission
(e.g. delay is 20 sec)
States of DRAM without data transfer
Figure 5.2: Operation and Background power state of DRAM
(Precharge Standby state). On the other hand, in the case that the optimal policy is to
transfer the data from the DRAM to NAND ash, as illustrated in Figure 5.2, at rst,
the data would be transferred from the DRAM to NAND ash/HDD. During the trans-
fer process, except for the operation commands, the DRAM would be in the Precharge
Standby state for the sake of short wake-up latency, which will consume most power.
After the completion of the transfer, the DRAM will enter into a self-refresh state, con-
suming least power with signicantly higher exit latencies. Once the data return to the
DRAM for data transfer to the RF module, the DRAM would enter into the Precharge
Standby state again. In the mean time, the NAND ash will remain in the idle state
except the duration of data transfer between the DRAM and NAND ash.
5.3 Optimal Stopping Problem
Based on the discussion above the objective of the energy eciency optimization for the











Let   = f0; 1; 2;    ; jg denote the time slots in which the mobility of the terminal can
be decomposed. The scheduling action is taken in time slot t: t = [0 ; 1 ;    ; j ] 2
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f0; 1g, t=1 if the data packet has been transmitted; we assume that the system would
start the wireless transmission to the BS at time slot k, thus Q(t) = fq0 ; q1 ;    ; qk 1g
represents the energy consumed for buering the data ow, such as energy cost of storage
devices, and time delay. !t describes the transmission cost (e.g. RF power) at time
slot t. In each time slot t, the user experiences a channel condition ht 2 H. st 2
S represents the vehicle's transmission strategy at time slot t, where S is the set of
possible transmission strategies including dierent types of modulation and number of
data packets transmitted at each time slot.
The key challenge of this model is to nd the optimal time slot vector t to minimize
the overall energy cost. By utilizing Equation 3.6 concerning the energy consumption
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Rttx  ~t(ppb)  t = F; (5.4)
t 2 f0; 1g; (5.5)
p = argmaxE[~t(ppb)]; (5.6)
Where  is a constant denoting the importance (i.e., weight) of time delay compared
with the energy consumption in transmission, Rttx is the transmission rate at time slot
t. In this model, the data is restricted to be transmitted to the BS before a (hard) time
deadline T . ~t is the optimal time length to transmit the data to the BS in each time slot.
The rst step is using Equation 5.6 to calculate the optimal time duration in each time
slot and distribution probability vector p. We assume that the trac load of the PUs is
unchanged within a short time duration (e.g. 60 seconds). Substituting Equation 3.10
and Equation 3.11 into Equation 3.9, we can obtain the optimal data transmission time
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duration in each time slot for the SUs. Due to the constant trac load of the PUs in
all of the channels, the probability of the SUs for transmission should be equal in each
time slot.
Based on the above discussion, and utilizing the results from Equation 5.3, it is observed
that the energy-eciency optimization can in essence be formulated as an optimal stop-
ping problem, which is to choose a time duration to minimize an expected cost [140].
The stopping decision would be made based on channel conditions, delay constraints,
and the other factors of energy consumption which have been detailed above. To be
specic, rstly, the policy calculates the data rate (bit=s) at each time slot and nd the
optimal time duration could be utilized for the data transmission of SUs in this time
slot, thereby xing the data length to be transmitted in this time slot. Secondly, this
policy calculates the energy cost at all of the stopping time slots from the beginning spot
along the route of vehicle, determining the last time slot (start from T ) as the deadline
for the data transmission. For instance, here is the procedure of calculating the rst
value of energy cost. At time slot 0, based on the data rate and optimal transmission
time duration, the policy calculates the data length that would be transmitted, the cost
for this transmission, and the remaining data size of the data. Repeat the process in
the following time slots until the whole le has been transmitted to the BS completely.
Finally, the policy should make sure that all of the data will be transmitted to the BS
before the (hard) time deadline. The policy compared all the schemes which launch
the data transmission at dierent time slots, nding the scheme with optimal trade-o
between energy cost and time delay under deadline constraints.
5.3.1 OSP Formulation
The proposed OSP algorithm utilizes the information downloaded from navigation sys-
tems to x the landmarks of nearby BSs and mobile users. Additionally, the model
also takes advantage of the function of route prediction in order to trace the mobile
terminals. Let S and D denote the starting point and terminus of mobile users. Let
Zt = fz0; z1 ;    ; zk 1g denote the set of user positions along the pre-computed route
in each time slot, while Zt represents the actual location of the mobile users updated by
navigation systems. Under the time delay constraints T , Let Cpa denote the parame-
ter changes, and "vp and "pa denote the thresholds of distance of pre-computed vehicle
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Algorithm 1 Energy cost optimization
Initialization:
Set t = 0; S; D; T ; a set of location of nearby BSs; a set of parameters as described
in Table 5.1 and Table 3.2;
Iteration:
1: while (t < T && F > 0) do
2: if t == 0 then
3: Break;
4: else if t == 1 then
5: transfer data from ash to DRAM;
6: generate distribution probability vector p;
7: RF module transmits data size lt during current time slot;
8: F  F   lt;
9: end if
10: if jZt   Zt j > "vp or
P
Cpa > "pa then





14: t t+ ;
15: end while
Output:
optimal time slot vector t;
positions and parameters changes respectively. The energy cost optimization algorithm
is illustrated in Algorithm 1 with optimal time slot vector t.  is current time slot
length and  2   = f0; 1; 2;    ; jg. When mobile users are moving along the
forecasted route, the algorithm must track the trajectory of the users and make sure
that the parameters of vehicle, such as velocity, path, trac lights, are not out of the
system prediction. If any abnormal circumstance occurs, like changes of the predicted
route, speed up or slow down abnormally, stop, trac congestion or trac accident, the
system is required to have the capability to dynamically calculate the optimization of
energy consumption again for the mobile devices and send the latest indicated message
to notify the terminals.
5.3.2 Energy-Delay Trade-o
For highly elastic messages under dierent Delay constraints, we strive to select an
optimal time interval for message transmission in order to achieve energy-eciency with
respect to delay requirements of mobile applications. Therefore, the energy-delay trade-
o has emerged as a key concern aspect in cellular communications. We study the
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energy consumption for message transmission in a case that a vehicle is moving a certain
distance towards the BS, which also takes into account the energy consumption of the
DRAM and Flash embedded memory at the terminal which is used as a cost when
message transmissions are delayed. The related values of the dierent parameters used
in the numerical investigations are summarized in Table 3.2.
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p ] = 20, and E[X
(4)
p ] = 35. As a SU, the wireless
node on the vehicle would always try to select the optimal channel for data transmission
and minimize the impact on the PU transmissions, i.e., the QoS of the current PU in
the system should not be aected. From the above discussion, the optimal distribution
probability vector for transmission time of vehicle popt is (0:5308; 0:2828; 0:1864; 0), and
the optimal transmission time duration in one time slot is 0:2354sec, which have been
specically described in section 3.4. Our simulations assume that the trac load is
stable within a short time duration, which in this case is taken to be 50 seconds. In
other words, the popt is constant in the whole process of message transmission.
Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4 indicate the results of energy consumption starting from dif-
ferent time slots when a le of 50 Mbits is available for data transmission; in this case
the vehicle initiated at a distance of 600 meters from the BS. The x-axis represents the
launching message time slots as the vehicle is moving towards the BS, while the energy
consumption is indicated on the y-axis. For example, the value of energy consumption
at 20 sec at the x-axis presents the energy cost when the policy launches the message
transmission at 20 sec time slot. As depicted in these two gures the results clearly indi-
cate the inherent trade-os between energy consumption and time delay of the proposed
scheme over the CR networks. Figure 5.3 represents the energy consumption based on
the system including RF, DRAM and NAND ash, and Figure 5.4 displays the energy
curves with RF, DRAM and HDD. We can infer from the results that the energy cost
will be signicantly decreased if the system decides to transmit data after a short time
delay. Furthermore, after a short period of time at the beginning, the proposed scheme of
energy eciency which transfers data between DRAM and NAND ash performs better
than the one without storage transfer. At 20 sec, relative to the baseline model (without
data transfer), the proposed scheme with data transfer ends up at saving 27:41J , which
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energy with DRAM, RF & op−amp
energy with transfer to flash
energy with RF & op−amp
energy only RF
Figure 5.3: Energy consumption with DRAM, NAND ash from a distance of 600
meters to the BS
translates to an energy ecient benet of 17:51%. The energy consumption represented
by blue lines varies considerably, since compared with the power consumption of DRAM
and NAND ash, the HDD has exceptionally higher power in the idle and read/write
modes of operation.
When the vehicle is approaching closer to the serving BS, then compared to the RF
transmission power consumption, power consumption of storage devices will become
non-negligible in the prediction of transmission energy consumption as observed from
the distinction between Figure 5.5A with the distance of 400 meters to the BS and
Figure 5.5B where the distance is assumed to be 800 meters. Due to the short distance
between wireless terminals and the BS, the energy consumption of storage devices will
have an increasingly overall eect on the energy cost, which is vividly shown in the
curves of Figure 5.5A.
By now, we have only set a time delay constraint on the transmission scheme protocol,
but did not evaluate the importance of time delay for the whole transmission process. To
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Figure 5.4: Energy consumption with DRAM, HDD from a distance of 600 meters to
the BS
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(A) 400 meters to Base Station
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energy with transfer to flash
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energy only RF
(B) 800 meters to Base Station
Figure 5.5: Energy cost from dierent distances to the BS
this end, dierent values of  can be utilized to explore the importance of time delay in
dierent applicable situations, such as the le transfer (delay-tolerant), video transmis-
sion (delay-sensitive). Figure 5.6 exhibits the dierence of energy cost in dierent values
of  with 5, 10 and 20 sec time delay constraints. The hyaline part of the bars stands
for the time delay incorporated into the overall energy consumption.  = 0 reveals the
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Figure 5.6: Importance of delay constraint in the overall energy cost
real value of energy consumption which delay cost has not been comprised. The case
of  = 1 and  = 10 clearly demonstrate the rising importance of time delay in energy
cost.
5.4 Transmission Cost VS Storage Cost
YouTube has become one of the most popular Internet applications, video clips are now
streamed out not only to desktop computers but also to mobile devices. However, due
to the constrained resource in mobile devices, YouTube like applications on portable
devices could drain the battery within a short period. Once the mobile user make a
demand to watch a YouTube video this will be streamed to the local DRAM of the
mobile devices. When there are enough data stored in the DRAM then the applications
will launch the video playback.
The statistical information regarding customer use could be utilized to explore the ef-
cient use of battery in mobile devices. When a user chooses a specic video clip via
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the Internet, an HTTP message will be sent to the YouTube server to get the requested
video. The multimedia server will respond and the content will be streamed out with
the packets details, such as video identier, size, source=destination IP addresses, and
port numbers. In this manner, it is possible to determine the frequency of video re-
quest in unique digital devices. The research in [30] tracks the behavior of user requests
from a campus network spanning an interval of 10 months. They use a commercial PC
with a Data Acquisition and Generation (DAG) card to capture video information from
YouTube server.
Table 5.2: YouTube Video Statistics per Digital Devices
Trace Length(Hours) Total Num Single(%) Multi(%)
1 12 12955 77:4 22:6
2 72 23515 77:7 22:3
3 108 17183 77:1 22:9
4 162 82132 72:5 27:5
5 336 303331 65:9 34:1
6 168 131450 68:5 31:5
The values in Table 5.2 from [30] show the statistics regarding the videos requested
during the above mentioned track period. The 4th row (Single) presents the percentage
of clips requested by one PC only once, while 5th row (Multi) shows the percentage
of videos requested more than once. These statistics reveal that if the video could be
buered and cached in the local storages of digital devices, it will eectively decrease
the wireless downlink trac and energy consumption at the client end.
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Figure 5.7: The selection from cellular BS and Wi-Fi AP
It is assumed that the road segment a vehicle is moving along is covered by a cellular BS
with two Wi-Fi hotspots (segment BC and DE) in this domain as shown in Figure 5.7.
We model the time duration until a popular video is requested again as an exponential
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distribution with mean time duration  equal to 60 seconds; hence the rate at which
content is requested is  = 1 =
1
60 . Let A = fA1; A2;    ; AMg represent the segments
along the entire route when the vehicle is moving towards the BS and X denotes time
interval the mobile user would potentially watch the same video. From the cumulative
distribution function (CDF), the probability that the request takes place in the rst
segment (time duration 0  t1) is 1   e t1. Also, due to the memoryless property of
exponential distribution, the probabilities in other time segments are given by Pr(t <
X < t+t jX > t) = 1  e t.
Let   = fi; i+1;    ; jg denote the decomposed time slots in which mobile users is
staying in a certain area from A. Let Q(t) = fqi; qi+1;    ; qjg represent the energy
consumed for wireless transmission in one area, such as electronic circuit at mobile
devices, and energy consumed for data transmission. Estorage(t) denotes the energy cost
on storage devices. Our goal is to nd the combined policies for overall energy eciency









Where st represents the strategy at time slot t, and S is the set of possible strategies
including store and stream at each time slot in a certain area. Emin is the minimized
energy cost for data storing and streaming in mobile users. Once a video clip has been
downloaded from the multimedia servers and stored in the local DRAM already, there
are two possible actions that could be taken. The rst is that the content is deleted
from the DRAM and hence future requests will have to be streamed again via wireless
access. The other option is that the device stores the content in the local DRAM until
a hard deadline. Our proposed set of schemes strive to balance between storing and
transmission in the entire domain and explore the minimized energy cost across a long-






Where Emin(Ak) is the minimized energy cost in area Ak from the storing and streaming
schemes as Ak 2 A = fA1; A2;    ; AMg, while Pr(Ak) is the corresponding probabilities
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that the mobile user would make a demand to consume the same content again. The
proposed strategies combine transmission and selective storing aiming to achieve long-
term energy eciency according to the time interval distribution of user demand.
5.4.2 Numerical Investigations of Balancing Schemes
In this section numerical investigations are presented in several scenarios in which a
vehicular user is moving towards a BS. Within the coverage of the BS, there are several
Wi-Fi hotspots in which the user can connect to as passing by as shown in Figure 5.7. We
assume the radius of the Wi-Fi hotspots to be 100 meters and the radius of the cellular
network macro cell to be 1000 meters. Initially, the video clip has been downloaded
and viewed from a multimedia server and stored in the local DRAM. As previously
mentioned, the time interval that the mobile user would potentially watch the same
popular video content again follows an exponential distribution. The video will be
deleted from the local DRAM if the mobile user will not make a playing demand again
before the threshold of 120 seconds. Therefore, there are 2 options for the mobile
systems. 1) store the video clips in local DRAM until mobile users watch the stored
video again; 2) delete the video from local DRAM immediately and always download
via wireless access when mobile users make a request for this video. Table 3.2 presents
the related parameters will be used in this section. Moreover, we assume the average
multimedia video size is 10 MB on YouTube, which is a nominal value for such video les
[129]. The results of energy consumption were obtained via MATLAB based simulation
by focusing on the downlink throughput from BS and Wi-Fi AP. We also consider the
coverage of AP in a cell of BS, and hence calculate the probabilities in dierent segments
that a user may request the same content based on the previous mentioned exponential
distribution.
In the rst segment A1, the probability that the mobile user would demand to watch
the video again is Pr(A1) = Pr(X < 20) = 1   e  2060 , and the related energy cost
of two strategies is shown in Figure 5.8A. In the second segment A2, the probability
that the mobile user would require to watch the video again is given by Pr(A2jAc1) =
Pr(20 < X < 45jX > 20) = 1  e  2560 . The energy cost in this segment could be seen in
Figure 5.8B. By this way, we could obtain the information regarding the energy cost in
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dierent areas as shown in Figure 5.8. The detailed information and gures concerning
energy cost and corresponding probabilities in dierent areas are presented in Table 5.3.
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energy cost that stored in DRAM
energy cost from streaming scheme
(F) entire process
Figure 5.8: Energy consumption along the road
Figure 5.8 demonstrates the energy cost on storing multimedia content in local DRAM
and transmission cost in dierent areas. Figure 5.8A vividly demonstrates that the
energy cost for wireless transmission is much higher than the DRAM cost due to the
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A1 45894:0 46:6088 0:2835
A2 1509:8 151:4587 0:3408
A3 2812:0 279:6088 0:3935
A4 64:2 407:7587 0:3408
A5 106:8 524:2587 0:3408
fact that the area under consideration is covered only by the BS which is located far away
from the user. On the other hand, in the area A2, the choice of preference is to stream
the content from the Wi-Fi AP; note that however, there is a signicant increase of the
energy consumption for wireless transmission if the whole content cannot be transmitted
completely during the time the user is within the Wi-Fi coverage area. In Figure 5.8C,
there is an intersection point between store energy and transmission energy, from this
time slot on, the energy cost for storing the multimedia content will outstrip the energy
cost for wireless transmission. The gures in Table 5.3 suggest that in the area A1,
A2, and A3, the device should store the downloaded content in local DRAM in case the
mobile user would request this content again in a short time period. Although in the
area A2 with Wi-Fi coverage, the majority of transmission energy is less than the energy
to store it in the local DRAM, the energy consumption of storing the content in the
local DRAM performs better than the schemes that always download via wireless access
on a long-term average.
Let us consider the eect of this scheme on a long-term use. It is assumed that the
case of 100 mobile users which are uniformly distributed within the coverage of the
serving BS, and for all the users to request a popular video follows an exponential
distribution with mean time 60 seconds. Figure 5.9 exhibits the energy cost of optimal
schemes versus store=stream scheme on long-term average. By comparing energy cost
for wireless transmission, when the mobile users require multiple times for the same
video, it is a better strategy to store the video locally for a short period. Nevertheless,
our combined schemes perform better among these cases based on the probabilities in
dierent areas. The proposed scheme consumes 49.8% less energy compared to the
storing scheme, while it is 5% more energy ecient from a scheme which is always
streams the content. Finally, Figure 5.10 depicts the energy saving for an individual
mobile user in one month, compared with the always streaming scheme with dierent
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Figure 5.9: The average energy consumption of watching the same video for 100 users
elastic percentage and cumulative content size. These results suggest that as user request
frequently the same video content, our proposed scheme could save a considerable portion
of energy consumption, thus prolonging the lifetime of digital devices.
5.5 Cost Minimization
It is assumed that the road segment a vehicle is moving along is covered by a cellular
BS with two White-Fi hotspots and two Wi-Fi hotspots in this domain as shown in Fig-
ure 5.11. Let   = fi; i+1;    ; jg denote the decomposed time slots in which a mobile
user is moving along a road. Let Q(t) = fqi; qi+1;    ; qjg represent the energy consumed
by embedded peripherals, such as CPU, Graphics, backlight and storage devices. Our
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(5.9)





















Figure 5.10: Saved energy consumption of the proposed over one month compared to
the always streaming scheme
Where st represents the strategy at time slot t, and S is the set of possible strategies for
wireless transmission. ETV and EWF represent the energy consumption for White-Fi
and Wi-Fi components of mobile devices respectively. Emin is the overall energy cost for
the embedded system in the mobile user end. Our proposed strategies strive to achieve
energy eciency for mobile users across a long-term average, thereby prolonging the
battery lifetime.
5.5.1 Theoretical Analysis
In this section numerical investigations are presented in several scenarios in which a
vehicular user is moving round downtown. Within the coverage of the BS, there are
several White-Fi and Wi-Fi hotspots in which the user can connect to as passing by.
We assume the radius of the White-Fi hotspots and Wi-Fi hotspots to be 100 and
50 meters respectively and the radius of the cellular network macro cell to be 1000
meters. Note that we only use the exponential distribution as an example here. Indeed,















Figure 5.11: The selection from cellular BS, Wi-Fi and White-Fi AP
the proposed analytical framework can be applied to any distribution, e.g. gamma
distribution, lognormal distribution. First, we simulate a simple network model with
two White-Fi and Wi-Fi hotspots in order to show the results of our proposed schemes
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that can be clearly understood. The energy cost of main peripherals in mobile devices
is based on the parameters from Table 4.3.
It is assumed that 125 mobile users are uniformly distributed within the coverage of
the serving BS. Figure 5.12 exhibits the average energy cost of dierent le size with
dierent delay constraints. Once the user makes a demand to mobile applications,
according to the delay constraints of requirements, the system will plan the start point
of wireless transmission to secure the applications' requirements on portable devices.
If there already has been enough data of applications downloaded in the local storages
of digital device, the mobile user will have more time to move into next high-capacity
hotspot, as the interval would overrun the delay constraints. In Figure 5.12, we compare
the energy cost of wireless transmission for dierent data size. Obviously, if the mobile
applications allow for more delay, the device will have more time to move into a high-
data rate hotspot, thus consuming less energy for wireless transmission. For Long Delay
Tolerant Applications, we set the delay constraints for the mobile applications as Tdelay =
1min, which could allow the mobile user moves into wireless hotspot area such as White-
Fi and Wi-Fi. In this case, the wireless transmission can be always executed via the
high throughput interfaces. In the case of Short Delay Tolerant Applications, we set the
delay constraints for the mobile applications as Tdelay = 10sec. Once the mobile user
makes a demand to streaming video (YouTube like) applications on portable devices,
the data will be streamed to the local DRAM of the mobile devices. If there are enough
data stored in the DRAM for video play in one wireless hotspot, there would be more
time for the mobile user to move into next high-capacity hotspot, which the interval
would overrun the delay constraints.
5.5.2 Realistic Mobility Paths
We further examine how the proposed schemes perform under real network deployments
and realistic user mobility patterns. To this end, we consider the area around Oxford
Street in central London (UK) which can vividly present a representative actual trac
situation in a downtown of a big city. The locations of the APs (White-Fi, Wi-Fi)
and BSs are presented in Figure 5.131. The road network layout is imported from
1The locations of Base Stations considered in the simulations are extracted from
http://www.sitender.ofcom.org.uk
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Figure 5.12: The average energy consumption of wireless transmission under dierent
delay constraints
OpenStreetMap2 into the SUMO3 simulation tool (Appendix B) where continuous road
trac and realistic vehicular mobility of dierent types are being generated. Based on
real-world networks, SUMO performs a trac simulation consists of space-continuous
and time-discrete vehicle movement, dierent vehicle types, multi-lane streets with lane
changing, dierent right-of-way rules, and trac light plans [141].
As already described in previous chapters, the average multimedia video size is approx-
imately 10MB on YouTube [129]. For the assumed average transmission rates, the
average length of such a video stream should be 4 minutes and 12 seconds, so in one
cell, the mobile user will on average watch 250 seconds video which translates to about
100Mb downloading from wireless radios. In this deployment in central London, we
select 10 dierent routes as shown in Figure 5.13 with 10 vehicles on each route from a
cold start state, which means there is no trac at the beginning of the simulations. For
2http://www.openstreetmap.org
3http://sumo-sim.org
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Figure 5.13: Topology for mobility simulation
every possible route each vehicle is moving continuously for 500 seconds and download-
ing 200Mb of data. If the delay tolerance of an application is high enough, in the orders
of minutes for example, the most economic and energy ecient way of data downloading
is via Wi-Fi or White-Fi. Similarly, the results of realistic mobility paths in Figure 5.14
show that the energy consumptions in three cases can be deemed as similar in the 10th
path as shown in Figure 5.14J, across all 10 dierent mobility paths for delays up to 1
minute, the energy gains are on average 38.8%. Moreover, the minimum and maximum
energy gains have been 19.1% and 82.9% respectively.
Figure 5.15 presents the energy cost of mobile devices in wireless transmission along the
realistic mobility paths in a dened geographical area as shown in Figure 5.13. This
graph depicts the variability of the energy consumption across dierent paths using
dierent colours. Figure 5.15A displays the estimated energy cost in wireless transmis-
sion when there is no articial delay included in the transmission, which means that
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(D) 4th route
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(E) 5th route
























energy cost with no delay
energy cost with 10 sec constraint
energy cost with 1 min constraint
(F) 6th route
the mobile devices start data downloading immediately when requested by the mobile
application. By comparing these two plots it can be clearly seen the spatial distribu-
tion of the performance improvement in the energy consumption when delays in the
transmissions are allowed. For the case where delay is inhibited by the application, the
mobility of the energy consumption area is coloured as red which means energy cost are
more than 100J when mobile devices start wireless transmission at these points. The
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(K) Energy cost variation
Figure 5.14: Energy cost from dierent routes
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(A) no delay colored picture (B) 10 Sec Delay
(C) 60 Sec Delay
Figure 5.15: Energy cost in dierent locations
mobile applications in Figure 5.15B allow the mobile systems have a 10-second delay;
thereby it can be shown that some of pixels become green or orange since the reduction
of energy cost in data download. Finally, if the applications' delay can be extended to
1 minute, a signicant percentage of pixels are changing into dark or light green which
translates to signicant energy savings with respect to the former two cases as present-
ed in Figure 5.15C. Note that in all the cases the same routes for mobile users apply.
The scheme with 10-second delay oers on average gains of 86.9% compared to no delay
scheme, while the scheme with 1 minute delay provides energy gains of 38.8% on average.
The key observation of the above results is that due to the dierent delay thresholds for
mobile applications, energy gains signicantly increase when delay can be tolerated by
the application, especially in areas which are populated with Wi-Fi, White-Fi cells. By
default, the hotspots of Wi-Fi/White-Fi are inherently located in areas where mobile
users will be more probably pass-by or where would be more trac congestions that
vehicles temporary stopping happened around there. Therefore, the use of these small
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cells can increase the performance as shown in this chapter.
5.6 Summary
Prolonging the recharging cycles of smartphones and mobile devices is considered as a
prime objective as the proliferation of always-on Internet applications put signicant
strain on the battery capabilities. Previous research has revealed that the data trans-
mission via wireless radios is a dominant energy consumption in mobile devices; thereby
it is important to propose a new technique to avoid the drain of mobile batteries by
intellectually utilizing the multiple radio interfaces in mobile terminals. When the SUs
are using cellular networks in a geographic area, it is possible that the SUs would pre-
fer the White-Fi or Wi-Fi connections over the cellular networks in terms of cost, RF
coverage, capabilities, and transmission algorithm. Moreover, when the mobile user is
relatively close to the BS, the energy consumption of the DRAM and ash memory in
the embedded system can be of importance, which has been discussed in section 5.2.
On the other hand, the energy-delay trade-o has emerged as a key concern aspect in
cellular communications. In section 5.3, a novel scheme for transmission scheduling has
been explored in cognitive radio enabled networks for highly elastic messages, aiming to
select best time interval for message transmission in order to achieve energy-eciency
under delay constraints. A key motivation for the proposed scheme is that when a
vehicle is moving a certain distance towards the BS the energy consumption for wireless
transmission declines signicantly.
Finally, since energy consumption is a paramount metric for the usability of such portable
devices, we study the trade-os between storing popular video content locally at the
DRAM of the device or allowing deleting the content from the local memory and relaying
in wireless streaming in near-future requests of the same content. A scheme is proposed
in section 5.4 where the mobility of the user is taken into account together with the
probability of the user requesting the content multiple times so that a decision is taken
of whether or not the content should be stored locally. Numerical investigations reveal
that a combined scheme based on probabilistic analysis is essential for increasing the
lifetime of digital devices, especially for the long-term energy eciency on the wireless
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downlink transmission, which signicant energy gains can be achieved in the order of
5% (from streaming scheme), and 50% (from storing scheme).
Chapter 6
Concluding Remarks and Future
Directions for Research
In the nal chapter, a synopsis of the thesis is presented in section 6.1, followed by a
nal conclusions gained from my research. Possible future directions for energy-ecient
mobile systems on delay-tolerant applications are outlined in section 6.3.
6.1 Conclusions
Cisco estimated that by 2019 mobile video will account for nearly three-fourths of the
world's mobile data trac [2]. Within this aggregate trac we envisage that the fraction
of the mobile Internet video will steadily increase with the proliferation of smartphones
and tablet devices. It is not only the signicant increase in the mobile Internet trac
but a plethora of modern Internet applications are based on the always-on principle of
operation and can inherently tolerate signicant amounts of delays. In this environment,
the energy limitations of smartphones have a direct impact on the length of time that
mobile devices are operational. As previous investigations reveal data transmission
via wireless radios is a dominant cost in mobile devices, and therefore it is important
to understand the characteristics of wireless interfaces such as cellular networks, Wi-
Fi and White-Fi. To this end, based on the accurate estimation of wireless networks
condition, in Chapter 3, strategies are proposed to minimize the energy usage while
110
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meeting delay-tolerance deadlines specied by mobile users, which could intelligently
make selective use of the high-rate wireless accesses. In subsection 3.1.3, an M/M/K/L
queuing system is devised to estimate the probability for the SU connections and provides
load-balancing of SU trac by contacting a trusted database for historical information
about PU trac at a specic location and time duration. In the case of the delay-tolerant
mobile applications, it is recommended to delay the data transmission to an area close to
the serving BS in order to optimize the throughput potential while reducing the overall
energy cost of wireless transmission subject to several constraints.
Stochastic characteristics of user mobility has been discussed in Chapter 4. Due to the
fact that the overall cost of wireless transmission for mobile terminals can be greatly
inuenced by the time spent within the coverage of Wi-Fi/White-Fi Micro-cells, the
mobility model of wireless terminals has been introduced in section 4.1. The charac-
teristics of mobility pattern, such as speed changes of mobile users, direction changes,
distributions of path selection and road restrictions, has been discussed in this section.
Moreover, previous protocols for heterogeneous networks, such as MIPv6 and PMIPv6,
have been introduced in section 4.2 to build a seamless relationship between the Macro-
cell and the Micro-cells, which pursue ecient hando latency and enhance vertical
handover performance. Lastly, the mathematical models of cell residence time in wire-
less hotspots are studied in subsection 4.2.2 to calculate the le size transmitted via
Micro-cells in order to better satisfy mobile application requirements, and optimize the
switch cost of wireless radios in mobile systems.
Therefore, in subsection 4.2.3, based on a vehicle trajectory of mobile user within the
coverage of Macro- and Micro- Cells in downtown, the transmission eciency of two dif-
ferent schemes have been compared in subsection 4.2.3. The simulation results presented
that the transmission performance of mobile terminals can be signicantly enhanced by
the vertical handover between the serving Macro-cells and Micro-cells, although the
handover cost is introduced by switching among dierent radio interfaces. When the
scenario is extended to long-term energy saving in section 4.3, if mobile applications are
willing to tolerate some delays in exchange for high-quality transmission within the next
available Wi-Fi/White-Fi hotspots, it is possible to prolong smartphone lifespan by up
to 25%.
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Meanwhile, we are currently witnessing the emergence of two important trends in wireless
networks, the increased usage of delay-tolerant Internet-like applications and cognitive
radio techniques. In Chapter 5, the focus is on how to capitalize the delay tolerance
of various mobile applications to reduce the energy consumption in cognitive networks.
According to the dierences of delay tolerance for mobile applications, we group them
into three categories; those who are delay sensitive (e.g., real time video meeting), those
that can tolerate a short delay (e.g., video and audio streaming), and those who can
stand signicant long delay (e.g., RSS news feeds, email, software updates, etc.).
Based on the inherent mobility of wireless nodes, in section 5.3, an OSP methodology is
introduced to seek optimal solutions for the wireless transmission scheduling by taking
into account energy consumption and delay constraints together with available spectrum
opportunities. Moreover, as part of energy consumption and in addition to various
previous works, power consumption of storage devices have also been incorporated in
section 5.2. It is found that it plays an important role in the overall energy cost (hence
message delay has a cost in terms of Joules). This has been an issue that has not be
previously taken explicitly into account, and the eect that dierent status of storage
devices has been highlighted on the overall energy budget of mobile embedded systems.
As mobile users may want to watch the same popular video content multiple times, the
trade-os between wireless transmission cost and storage cost has been investigated in
section 5.4. Once a video clip has been downloaded by mobile device, there are two
possible actions that could be taken. One is storing popular video content locally at
the DRAM of mobile device for a while, the other is allowing deleting the content from
the local storages and relaying in wireless streaming in near-future requests of the same
content. Therefore, a scheme combined transmission and selective storing is proposed
to optimize long-term energy cost according to the time interval distribution of user
demand. The experimental results have shown that, if mobile users can eectively avoid
areas with higher energy cost for the elastic streaming media content, the proposed
scheme could just consume up to 50% less energy compared to the worst case.
Finally, we introduced techniques that can reduce the energy cost for Internet applica-
tions with emphasis on the client side would eectively increase the battery lifetime of
digital devices. To this end, it is necessary to introduce a strategy that deploys road-
side hotspots and determines available spectrum at a given location to assist the data
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delivery for mobile devices according to corresponding on-line service features of mobile
applications. Therefore, at last, in section 5.5, a practical model is proposed to optimize
the overall energy cost of portable embedded systems for dierent mobile applications
over wireless networks by incorporating and capitalizing the inherent mobility of the
users. Experiments based on real world analysis using typical urban street environment
reveal that impressive energy savings can be achieved for the delay-tolerant mobile ows
which account for a signicant portion of the total aggregate mobile Internet trac.
Once the mobile applications can tolerate more delay, by considering the distribution of
the SU trac load and PU connection that would be emerging stochastically, the mobile
terminals would have more time to move into a high-speed Micro-cell, thus consuming
considerably less energy for wireless transmission.
6.2 Publications
Book Chapters
 Bi Zhao, Vasilis Friderikos, \Towards Delay Tolerant Cognitive Cellular Networks",
Green Communication (Wiley Book), 2013.
Journal Papers
 Bi Zhao, Vasilis Friderikos, \Increased Energy Eciency via Delay-Tolerant Trans-
missions in Cognitive Radio Networks", Network Protocols and Algorithms, Vol.
5, No. 2, pp. 31-49, 2013.
 Bi Zhao, Vasilis Friderikos, \Utilizing Intermittent Small Cells Connectivity and
User Mobility for Energy Eciency in Delay Tolerant Applications", submitted.
Conference Papers
 Bi Zhao, Vasilis Friderikos, \Optimal Stopping for Energy Eciency with Delay
Constraints in Cognitive Radio Networks", PIMRC 2012, pp. 820-825, Sydney,
Australia, Sept. 2012.
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 Bi Zhao, Vasilis Friderikos, \A Queuing-Based Delay-Tolerant Scheme for Ener-
gy Eciency over Cognitive Radio Networks", IEEE GLOBECOM Workshop on
Emerging Technologies for Smart Devices (ETSD 2012), California, USA, Dec.
2012.
 Bi Zhao, Vasilis Friderikos, \Balancing Transmission and Storage Cost for Reduc-
ing Energy Consumption in Mobile Devices", VTC 2013-spring, Dresden, Ger-
many, 2013.
 Bi Zhao, Vasilis Friderikos, \Extending Recharging Cycles of Mobile Devices with
Intelligent Use of Wireless Interfaces", PIMRC 2013, London, UK, 2013.
6.3 Future Directions
The work presented in this thesis has provided dierent contributions within the DTNs
and cognitive networks. The main stance to be defended is that by considering them
jointly signicant gains can be achieved in terms of energy savings at the terminal side.
Although the experimental results show that impressive energy gain can be achieved
over the delay-tolerant mobile applications and the battery lifetime of digital devices
can be signicantly extended, there are still some issues that can be improved in order
to enhance the performance of Delay-tolerant Applications. Since cognitive users have
to cease wireless transmission immediately and relocate to a new band as soon as a
PU appears and requires access to the channel, SUs have to sense spectrum or query a
database which maintains information about the available channels for the local radio
environment as described in subsection 3.1.3. In the future, once the details of database
regarding PU trac is available for practical use, it is planned to study in a more detailed
manner the technique that uses the available gaps in radio spectrum (the so-called 'white
spaces'), which exist in the bands that have been reserved for analog TV broadcasting.
According to historical information concerning the movement of mobile users, it is im-
portant to predict the service time within the coverage of high-speed hotspots. As the
dierences of user actions, trac conditions and road rules could lead to dierent cell
residence time approximation by a particular distribution. In Chapter 4, only negative
exponential distribution are employed to approximate the cell residence time for mobile
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users. Various distribution introduced in subsection 2.3.3 can be used, such as general-
ized gamma distribution, log-normal distribution, and truncated Gaussian distribution,
etc., so as to nd the distribution with optimal approximation, which depends on many
factors such as cell shape, cell radius, user mobility and the selected paths.
The overall energy saving in mobile embedded systems has been evaluated in Chapter 5,
which the aim is to select an optimized time duration to launch the wireless transmission.
Hence the energy-eciency optimization has been formulated as an optimal stopping
problem, in which the storage devices in the embedded system can be of importance.
As part of the future work in section 5.3, the challenge how to minimize the storage
devices consumption by utilizing more detailed information from the application layer
need to be investigated. Moreover, in section 5.4, dierent policies in terms of whether
or not downloaded data should be stored in the terminals by taking into account the
probability of re-using the data have been studied. From the report in [142], YouTube,
Facebook and HTTP were the top 3 mobile downstream applications in North America
and Europe. Since the downloaded data from the HTTP server could be held in a
memory cache of mobile device [143], interesting future avenues of research would be to
provide policies to store segments of content so that to provide better trade-os between
local storing and streaming the content via wireless transmission.
In section 5.5, the general model that a vehicle is moving along a route covered by a
cellular BS and realistic path model are both considered. However, the speed of mobile
users is another issue that should be considered for the time slots of data transmission.
In the future, it is positive to discuss how the speed of the mobile users may aect the
selection of time intervals for wireless transmission. Additionally, although the trac
congestion, trac light, and road rule are considered in the case of realistic mobility, it
would then be helpful to discuss the complexity of the proposed algorithms in section 5.5
and the sensitivity of the proposed to the dynamics related to user mobility, channel




This appendix describes the M/M/K/L queuing system utilized in Chapter 3. Consider
a K-server queuing system with Poisson arrivals, exponential service times and nite
number of waiting positions L. Clearly, total number of system places S = K + L. Assume
that  and  are the arrival and service rates respectively as shown in Figure A.1. This
queue is a variation of a multi-server system and only maximum (K + L) customers are







queue with L places
Arriving customers
ȜeffDeparting customers
Figure A.1: M/M/K/L queuing system
Note that we assume the arrivals to be denied entry to the system (or the arrival pro-
cess stops) once the number in the system reaches (K + L). The notation used in the
M/M/K/L queuing system has been summarised in Table A.1. The system is in state m
if there are m customers in the system (waiting or serviced), and let pm be probability
that there are m customers in the system in the steady-state, m = 0, 1, 2,    , K+L.
Therefore, according to the steady-state distribution we have
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Table A.1: Notation Used in M/M/K/L Queuing System
Notation Description
N Average number of customers in the system, N = Nq +Ns
Nq Average number of customers in the queue
Ns Average number of customers in the service facilitiesex Random variable which describes time spent
in the service facility by a customer
x Average service time for a customer, x = E(ex)
ew Random variable which describes time spent in the
waiting queue by a customer
W
Average waiting time spent in the queue by a customer
W = E( ew)
es Random variable which describes time spent in the
system by a customer; es = ex+ ew
T
Average time spent in the system by a customer
T = E(es); T =W + x
 Arrival rate
eff The eective arrival rate
 Service rate
  =  , oered load (oered trac)
pm
Stationary probabilities; pm is the probability that
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SUMO (Simulation of Urban
MObility)
This appendix introduces the SUMO simulation tool utilized in Chapter 5. SUMO is
an open-source, microscopic, multi-modal trac simulation for a given trac demand,
which consists of single vehicles moving through a given road network. It allows to
address a large set of trac management topics, in which each explicitly modelled vehicle
has an own route, and moves individually through the trac network. SUMO can
be utilized to prepare and perform the simulation of a trac scenario with following
features:
 Space-continuous and time-discrete vehicle movement
 Dierent vehicle types
 Multi-lane streets with lane changing
 Dierent right-of-way rules, trac lights
 Network Import includes: VISUM, Vissim, Shapeles, OSM, RoboCup, MATsim,
OpenDRIVE, and XML-Descriptions
 Microscopic routes - each vehicle has an own one
 High interoperability through usage of XML-data only
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B.1 Networks/SUMO Road Networks
SUMO presents real-world road networks, where nodes (junctions) represent intersec-
tions, and roads are represented by edges. Intersections consist of a position, a shape,
and right-of-way rules, which may be overwritten by a trac light, while edges are u-
nidirectional connections between two nodes and contain a xed number of lanes with
the following information:
 every street (edge) as a collection of lanes, including the position, shape and speed
limit of every lane,
 trac light logics referenced by junctions,
 junctions, including their right-of-way denitions; plain junctions rst, then inter-
nal junctions
 connections between lanes at junctions (nodes)
 optionally roundabouts
Figure B.1: A SUMO net le opened in SUMO-GUI
Figure B.1 displays a typical map of London downtown from a SUMO net le with le-
name extension \.net.xml" opened in SUMO-GUI. Although XML les are readable by
human beings, a SUMO network le is not meant to be edited by hand. An existing map
can either be converted from various formats of digital road map using NETCONVERT
or generate geometrically simple, abstract road maps with NETGENERATE. Speci-
cally, the road network importer NETCONVERT converts networks from other trac
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simulators such as VISUM, Vissim, or MATSim. It also reads other common digital
road network formats, such as shapeles or OpenStreetMap.
B.2 SUMO Simulation
SUMO is a purely microscopic trac simulation tool, in which each vehicle is explicitly
dened at least by a unique identier, the departure time, and the vehicle's route through
the network. The route is presented by a complete list of connected edges between a
vehicle's start and destination. If needed, each vehicle can be described in a ner detail
using departure and arrival properties, such as the lane to use, the velocity, or the exact
position on an edge. During the simulation, user can assign a set of variables for vehicles,
which describe the vehicle's physical properties, movement model, and pollutant/noise
emission classes with available options.
Meanwhile, SUMO performs a time-discrete simulation whereby the default step length
is 1s, but can be lower down to 1ms. This is due to the fact that time is represented
in microseconds stored as integer values. The simulation model is space-continuous.
Internally each vehicle's position is described by the lane the vehicle is on and the
distance from the beginning of this lane. When moving through the network, each
vehicle's speed is computed using car-following models. Those models usually calculate
an investigated vehicle's speed by factors such as this vehicle's speed, its distance to the
leading vehicle, and the leader's speed.
Finally, SUMO can generate various outputs for each simulation, which include single
vehicle positions in each time slots for all vehicles, information about each vehicle's trip,
and aggregated measures for all streets and/or lanes. All output les are generated by
SUMO in XML-format.
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